AFFILIATED FOX TERRIER CLUBS
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Judy Dawson, Secretary *3370 Harper’s Ferry Rd., Sharpsburg, MA 21782 *301-432-5950*240-818-8287*bjscout90@gmail.com

Fox Terrier Club of New England
Winifred Stout, Secretary *595 Cox Rd., Cocoa, FL 32926*401-447-8060*whstout@earthlink.net

Fox Terrier Club of Northern California
Missy Leathers, Secretary *15 Captain’s Landing, Tiburon CA 94920 *415-847-3175*avleathers@earthlink.net

Fox Terrier Fanatics of Puget Sound
Sue Altmeyer, Secretary *3541 Nordic Way, Placerville, CA 95667 *530-642-1655*nordic1@comcast.net

Fox Terrier Club of Greater Houston
Kathy Hardy, Recording Secretary * 5919 Sawyer Drive, Pearland TX 77581 *281-412-5227*katesgate@aol.com

Greater St. Louis Fox Terrier Club
Camille Porter, Secretary *75 Killarney Lane, Moscow Mills, MO 63362*314-541-0026*cpporter839@cs.com

Greater Twin Cities Fox Terrier Club
Virginia Matanic, Secretary*6910 Fogelman Rd., Maple Plain, MN 55359*763-479-1733*briarlea@citlink.net

Lake Effect Fox Terrier Club of Western NY
Kathy Voss, Secretary *2311 Ridge Rd., Ransomville NY 14131 *716-791-3627 foxhaus@roadrunner.com

Lone Star Fox Terrier Club
Linda Albrecht, Secretary *1500 Crowley Rd., Arlington, TX 76012 *817-265-0848*foxhornkennel@yahoo.com

Mid South Fox Terrier Club of Memphis
Mary Raggett, Secretary *1109 Estate Dr. Memphis TN 38119 *901-682-4745*mcraggett@aol.com

Motor Cities Fox Terrier Club
Sylvia Murray, Secretary*9188 Copper Ridge Dr. Davidson, MI 48423*310-655-8516*alsylmurray@charter.net

The Virginia Fox Terrier Club
Judy Franklin, Secretary*8252 Wrenfield Dr., Williamsburg VA 23188*757-565-1287*blackthorn21@cox.com

Western Fox Terrier Breeders Association
Carol Nemeth, Secretary* P O Box 4871, Corvina, CA 91723 *909-598-5939*warwickwires@verizon.net

Wire Fox Terrier Club of the Central States
Kathy Voss, Secretary *2311 Ridge Road, Ransomville, NY 14131*716-791-3627*foxhaus@roadrunner.com
Welcome
New Members

We hope to continue to see our club grow and prosper.

Lorrie Worden SMOOTH
LORQUEST
Martville, NY  13111
315-307-3635
lorquest@hotmail.com

Jeffery C. Smith, SMOOTH
111 Stoneleigh Rd.
Watertown, MA  02472
617-393-1833
jcs1602@yahoo.com

Spread the Word

Please find a membership application on our website at www.AFTC.org

AFTC Newsletter

Traci Matthews/Editor  tocoasft@aol.com
AFTC NEWSLETTER is published quarterly for members of the American Fox Terrier Club.

ADVERTISING RATES
Full page color       $100
Full page B&W         $50
Back 1/2 pg. color    $75
Business cards        $15
                      ($40 for full year)

No charge for new litter & new Champion announcements.

Ad payments may be made via PayPal to
AmericanFTC@gmail.com
Or snail mail to:
Sue Hogan, Treasurer
135 Weston Rd.,
Plainfield, CT  06374

Please Note:
Digitized images should be 300 dpi or greater for best reproduction

Full payment must accompany all ads
(checks, money orders & PayPal accepted)

First Class Postage…..$10/year
(payable by January 15)

Address Changes and Corrections to:
Craig Snethen, Secretary
American Fox Terrier Club
6049 Wright Rd.
Dewittville, NY 14728
csnethen@gordonrees.com
PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

On Saturday, March 18th, the second floater in 2017 was held once again with the Kentuckiana Cluster, Evansville K.C. Due to an overload, Edd Bivin was unable to judge the Smooth assignment as scheduled so breeder/judge, Lorraine Gyenge "Foxlorr" rose to the occasion. Later in the afternoon Edd was able to complete his original assignment and judge Wires. Sweepstakes in both Breeds was judged by Debi Breiter, "Breitwire". Congratulations to GCH High Mtn Warfox High Noon at Foxterity, Smooth Best of Breed winner and GCH Foxhaus Catching Fire at Foxhollow, Wire Best of Breed winner also Misty Hollow's Solitary Man, Smooth Best in Sweepstakes and Foxfarm Fatal Attraction, Wire Best in Sweepstakes.

This was the first Specialty for our new Trophy Chair, Lori Yotter who with the help of her good friend and Board member, Elise Singer did an excellent job! Please let Lori know how much you appreciate her taking on the position the next time you see her.

Ringside hospitality was provided again this year for both Smooth and Wire judging and enjoyed by all.

Our hospitality committee consisting of Jo Hubbs and Jan Ritchie Gladstone have located a new facility for our Annual Awards dinner and General Meeting, the Spring Mill Manor which is located very close to Hatboro, in addition to finding a new host hotel at Staybridge Suites. Please see the flyer included in this newsletter.

Our 2017 AFTC National held with Montgomery County K.C. will for the first time in decades, have one judge for both Breeds. Gabriel Rangel was the top #1 name on our 2017-2018 ballot for both Breeds and has agreed to officiate.

Our Sweepstakes judge for Smooths is Traci Matthews, "Tocoa" and Doug Belter for Wires.

Balloting for 2019 & 2020 has been tabulated and in addition to Louisville, locations for our second floater are under way. The Wire Fox Terrier Club of the Central States just held their 71st annual Specialty and there was discussion about holding an AFTC floater in conjunction with Central States. It was presented to their Board and was approved unanimously to take place in 2020. Members of the AFTC Board were presented this same information and have also unanimously approved the WFTCCS venue for 2020. In addition to conformation judging, Central States also offers Barn Hunt, Rally and Obedience competition beginning on Thursday and Friday, Seminars.
and the Futurity on Friday with Sweepstakes and Regular Classes on Saturday followed with a dinner and silent auction and raffle. The location is the Roberts Center, Holiday Inn-Wilmington, OH held in Eukanuba Hall with a lot of grooming space, motor home parking, etc. and an onsite restaurant.

It is my understanding that there is discussion among Smooth members to begin the organization of a sanctioned club which could then join the 2020 shows with a point show giving both Breeds two opportunities for majors in addition to our Floater. If formed now, there is just enough time to meet all AKC requirements and thus be able to join this wonderful weekend of shows.

The Board is always open to suggestions for improving the Club for all its members. Communication is vital in making things happen and if you would like to see other activities take place on a National weekend in addition to conformation, please let us hear from you. The Montgomery County weekend is usually so hectic that it doesn't allow time for extra activities but our floaters certainly could.

A committee could be formed to establish other activities in time for our 2018 Floater in Louisville, so please let us hear from you with any and all ideas.

Have a wonderful summer,
Connie

Former AFTC President and owner/handler, breeder judge, Madison Weeks passed away May 17, 2017. He is survived by his longtime companion, and co-breeder of the Waybroke Smooth Fox Terriers, Hubert M. Thomas. Memorial donations may be made to the Take The Lead Foundation. A full obituary will follow in the next issue.

—Winnie Stout
Montgomery County Event Schedule – 2017
Two Specialties and Two Sweepstakes

Friday, October 6th - Hatboro II
The Fox Terrier Club of Maryland Specialty
Hospitality courtesy of the FTC of MD
Smooth Regular Classes: Mr. Andras Korozs
Wire Regular Classes: Mrs. Patricia Nemirovsky de Alsina
Smooth and Wire Sweepstakes Classes: Mrs. Joan Murko

Sunday, October 8th
Montgomery County Kennel Club
The American Fox Terrier Club Specialty
Hospitality courtesy of the AFTC
SMOOTH
Regular Classes: Mr. Gabriel Rangel
Sweepstakes: Ms. Traci Mathews
WIRES
Regular Classes: Mr. Gabriel Rangel
Sweepstakes: Mr. Doug Belter

Headquarters Hotel Information
A block of rooms have been reserved at the Staybridge Suites,
119 Garden Golf Blvd, North Wales, PA 19454
www.staybridgesuites.com/montgomeryville
215-393-8899 Group Block Code: AFT
Group cutoff date: 9/05/2017 for discounted rate

Annual Meeting and Awards Banquet
Spring Mill Manor, 171 Jacksonville Rd., Ivyland, PA 18974
(15 minutes south of Hatboro venue)
Cocktails - Cash Bar: 6:00 PM
followed by annual meeting, buffet, and awards presentation
All rooms have kitchens large enough to share. First floor rooms available and there are large grassy areas for exercising dogs. Space for motor home parking is also available.

Multiple restaurant choices within walking distance: Texas Roadhouse, NoBuru, Metropolitan Café, Pumpernicks, Saladworks, Baja Fresh and Pour House.

Member Rate is $149.00 during the week and $129.00 on the weekend. Dog Friendly accommodations with a one time $50.00 pet deposit regardless of numbers or length of stay.
Annual
American Fox Terrier Club
Meeting and Dinner

Friday, Oct. 6, 2017
Spring Hill Manor
171 Jacksonville Rd
Ivyland, Pa 18974

- Cash Bar & Buffet Dinner: 6:00 pm
  Assorted Hot Hors D'oeuvres
  Mixed Garden Greens, Sliced Cucumber and Tomato Salad
  Penne Pasta Primavera with Tomato Blush Sauce, Chicken Marsala, Sliced Sirloin with Mushroom Bordelaise, Chefs Choice of Potato, Seasonal Vegetable, Rolls
  Warmed Apple Turnover with Vanilla Sauce
  Coffee, Tea

Price: $40 per person
Dinner reservations must be received by 10/2/17

- Annual Meeting and Awards Presentation will follow dinner
  *AFTC Block room rate of $149+tax
  Staybridge Suites, Montgomeryville/North Wales (215) 393-8899

Dinner Reservation Form

send form by 10/2/17 and check made out to AFTC to Judy Dawson, 3370 Harpers Ferry Road, Sharpsburg, MD 21782

Name____________________________________________________________

Name____________________________________________________________

Include your email address below for confirmation:

__________________________________________________________________
American Fox Terrier Club
Connie Clark
233 Highland Drive
Rio Del Mar, CA 95003-4614

To all Member Club Delegates and Secretaries:

New York state law requires the AKC to notify members of any action taken by the Board of Directors regarding indemnification of directors and officers. On October 10, 2016, the Board of Directors of AKC adopted a resolution indemnifying directors and officers in connection with their actions as a director or officer of the AKC or in connection with activities undertaken by them at the request of AKC. No indemnification will be provided if the director or officer acted dishonestly or in bad faith. These protections are typical in the non-profit sector and ensure that highly qualified people will continue to be willing to serve as directors and officers.

Sincerely,

James P. Crowley
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GET THE WORD OUT!!

Your ad could be here! Business card ads can be submitted at any time throughout the year. Single issue rate is $15/$40 for the whole year. Contact

Foxwell Kennel
Smooth Fox Terriers since 1984

Specializing in Rama/Grenpark bloodlines

Linda Sallee-Hill
860.716.7982
foxwell@cshore.com
www.foxwellfoxterriers.com

SMYWYRE
Wire Fox Terriers

Michele Smith
David Smith
Chesterfield
Missouri 63017
636-391-1904
smittystl@hotmail.com
www.smywyyewirefoxterriers.com

Absoltely
Smooth Fox Terriers
J. W. Smith
716.592.0179
daldel@hotmail.com
The AFTC is currently interested in developing a committee to look at ways to encourage new membership and mentorship to breeders and breed enthusiasts. We are interested in promoting membership and mentorship to all ages, with particular outreach to juniors and younger breeders.

If you are interested in helping with this project, please contact Jan Ritchie-Gladstone at

jan@territch.com

The formation of a new Smooth Fox Terrier AKC regional/local member club is in the early stages of coming to fruition. The demographic area for this organization will be the Ohio River Valley and will welcome members from all over the country. Please watch for future announcements in the AFTC Newsletter, Facebook and other social media outlets. 2020 is looking good to be a great year to come together to celebrate all things Smooth and Wire Fox Terriers.
Fox Terrier Club of Maryland Specialty Show
with Columbia Terrier Association Of Maryland
April 21, 2017

Judges: Sweepstakes, Kathrynn Sarvinas; Regular Classes, Valeria Rickard

SMOOTH FOX TERRIERS

Sweepstakes
Puppy Dogs 6-9 months

1 15 NILEEFOX DIRTY RYDER, RN30270504, 10-15-16 by Ch. Raylynn's Chocolate Stout - GCh. Nileefox Taylor Made. Breeders, Debbie & Scott Rathgeber; owners, Darla Clark, Patricia Strupp & Debbie Rathgeber

Puppy Dogs 9-12 months

1, Best of Opposite Sex in Sweepstakes 23 TOCOA THE DEVIL OF RAMADI, RN29758803, 07-12-16 by Ch. Tocoa Cartier CD - GCh. Hopewell Tocoa Iron Lady. Breeder, Traci Matthews; owner, Brooke Corson
2 25 TOCOA THE TRUMPETER V SHEFFIELD, RN29758802, 07-12-16 by Ch. Tocoa Cartier CD - GCh. Hopewell Tocoa Iron Lady. Breeder, Traci Matthews; owners, Sharon Yon & Traci Matthews
3 19 GOTHIC PHANTOM OF THE OPERA, RN29607101, 06-11-16 by GCh. Creghollow Sandbrilliant Sovereign - Quissex By My Bootstraps. Breeder/owner, Yvonne Sovereign

Puppy Bitches 9 - 12 months

1 18 FELICIDADES IN THE SPOTLIGHT, RN 30114901, 05-30-16 by Ch. Foxtales Joy Division - GCh. McFox's Fabuloso. Breeder/owner, Heberto Ledesma

12 - 18 Months Bitches

1, Best in Sweepstakes, 12 SPRINGHILL PAPER DOLL, RN29129002, 03-09-16 by Ch. Quissex Snow Kidding - GCh. SpringHill Sweet Stuff At LorQuest. Breeders, Jane Nolan, Linda Reece & Mary Beacon; owners, Jane Nolan & Mary Beacon

Regular Classes
Puppy Dogs 6-9 months

1 NILEEFOX DIRTY RYDER

Puppy Dogs 9-12 months

1, Best Puppy, Reserve Winners Dog, TOCOA THE DEVIL OF RAMADI
2 GOTHIC PHANTOM OF THE OPERA
3 TOCOA THE TRUMPETER V SHEFFIELD

Open Dogs

1, Winners Dog, Best of Winners, 27 MUSIC'S ETHAN, RN 29948501, 09-12-10 by Music's Chasing The Futurre - Musics Nickelodeon Of Kyro. Breeder, Knut Egeberg; owner, Heberto Ledesma
2 9 SHEEZ-BEEZ CHIP N DALES STAR RATS RE, RN 28504601, 07-09-15 by Ch. Simphuni Sheez-Beez The King O'Boylesque - Sheez-Beez Grass Dancer. Breeder, Sheila Allen; owner, Ingrid Butt
3 21 MISTYHOLLOW'S HOP AT GREEN ACRES, RN 25256003, 10-28-12 by Ch. Green Acres Set My Soul On Fire - Ch. Mistyhollow's Tool Girl. Breeder, Teresa Voss; owners, Wyatt & Brooke Corson

Bred by Exhibitor Bitches

2, Reserve Winners Bitch, SPRINGHILL PAPER DOLL
1, Winners Bitch, FELICIDADES IN THE SPOTLIGHT

Open Bitches

1 16 GOTHIC GOSSAMER GOWN SE, RN 27564703, 01-07-15 by GCh. Creghollow Sandbrilliant Sovereign - Ch. Green Acres Jumpstart My Heart. Breeders, Yvonne Sovereign & Donna Larsen; owners, Silas Corson & Yvonne Sovereign
Best of Breed Competition

Best of Breed, 10 CH. ABSOLUTELY OH MY ..., RN 26796201, 12-28-13y Ch Absolutely Oh No - Ch Foxjar Omg. Bitch. Breeders, J. W. Smith, Dana Gabel & Annmarie Ruggieri; owners, J. W. Smith, Dana Gabel & F. W. Schoeneberg


Select Dog, 7 CH. MAY I HAVE THIS DANCE, RN 28875902, 12-09-15 by GCh. Clayco High Mtn Rattlin Bones - Ch. High Mtn Bareta. Breeder: Catherine Myton; owner, Judy Dawson


WIRE FOX TERRIERS

Sweepstakes
12-18 Months Dogs

1, Best in Sweepstakes 9 FOXHAUS THE NORSEMAN, RN28758102, 11-27-15 by Ch. Wyrlake Foxhollow Dark Horse - Ch. Foxhaus Fancy That. Breeders/owners, Kathy & William Voss

Regular Classes
Bred by Exhibitor Dogs

1, Winners Dog, Best of Winners, 5 SANHERPINC SANTO, RN26361204, 11-03-13 by Ch. Adiebabes Griffin N'Sanherpinc - Ch. Sanherpinc La Una. Breeder/owner, Santiago Pinto

Open Dogs

1, Reserve Winners Dog, 19 LORD WHITTFIELD FROM THE HOUSE OF STEELE TENNPENN, RN29293801, 02-19-16 by Ch. Foxhaus Folk Star - Ch. Steele A Kiss With Ironhill. Breeders, Tori Steele & Penny Lynch; owner, Penny Lynch

2 7 FOXHAUS ROCK AND ROLL, RN27097702, 08-11-14 by GCh. Foxhaus Fancy Fella - Foxhaus Folk Ballad. Breeders, Kathy & William Voss; owners, Diane Markel & Kathy Voss

3 9 FOXHAUS THE NORSEMAN

12 - 18 Months Bitches

1, Reserve Winners Bitch, 12 THORNTON'S AGAINST ALL ODDS, RN29398501, 02-12-16 by GCh. Hampton Court's Monte Cristo - Ch. Thornton's Come Up And See Me Sometime. Breeders, Lynn Sobin-Comstock & Kristina Wooldridge; owners, breeders & Joseph Wake. (Tracy Szaras, agent)

Open Bitches

1, Winners Bitch, 14 SKERLI SHAGANE, RN27687401. 05-31-14 by Burrencroft Top Man - Skerli Cinia Sky. Breeder, S. V. Ukraintseva; owner, Rebecca Cross

Best of Breed Competition


Best of Opposite Sex, 17 CH. JADEE-LUTRA SPITFIRE, RN27149301, 08-17-14 by Ch Skerli Odin - Ch. Jadee-Lutra Heart's Afire. Dog. Breeders/owners, Joyce Diehl & Tracy Szaras

Select Bitch, owner/handler BOB, 8 CH. FOXHAUS FLIRT, RN26815501, 06-11-14 by Br'er Fox Hollow Friar Tuck - Foxhaus Folk Singer. Bitch. Breeders/owners, William & Kathy Voss

Greater St. Louis Fox Terrier Club  
March 3, 2017
Judges: Sweepstakes, Virginia Matanic; Regular Classes, show 1, Stephen Schellenberg; show 2, Pat Hastings

SMOOTH FOX TERRIERS

Sweepstakes
Puppy Dogs 6-9 months
1, Best in Sweepstakes 174 MAXIM PAINT’N ON THE RITZ

Puppy Dogs 9-12 months
1 175 AMBERS PINBALL WIZARD

Puppy Bitches 9-12 months
1 179 AMBERS ARDEN RING MY BELL
2 181 AMBERS ARDEN BLAST FROM THE PAST

12-18 Months Bitches

Puppy Dogs 9-12 months
1, Winners Dog, Best of Winners, 176 MISTY HOLLOW’S SOLITARY MAN, RN29813502, 05-17-16 by Ch. Green Acres Trending - Ch. Misty Hollow's Cracklin' Rosie. Breeder, Teresa Voss; owners, Taylor Schwartz & Teresa Voss

AB 175 AMBERS PINBALL WIZARD, RN29504302, 4/20/2016 by Ch. Ambers Mega Moolah - GCh. Arden Double Dares Trimor. Breeders, Donnice Dowell, Danielle Snyder & Rosalie Duvall; owners, Janice Wright & Donnice Dowell

Bred By Exhibitor Dogs


Puppy Bitches 9 - 12 Months
1 179 AMBERS ARDEN RING MY BELL, RN29504301, 4/20/2016 by Ambers Mega Moolah - GCh. Arden Double Dares Trimor. Breeders/owners, Donnice Dowell, Danielle Snyder & Rosalie Duvall

12 - 18 Months Bitches
1 183 TURCOYS WEST MEADE GOOD GIRL GONE BAD, RN29415004, 4/23/16 by Ch. West Meade Repeat Performer - Windkist La La Lollipop. Breeders, owner & Julie Wright; owner, Jaime Taylor

2 182 OSAGES LETS GET THIS PARTY STARTED, RN27887202, 4/6/2015 by Ch. Osage Omega's Final Hurrah - Ch. Osage's Every Rose Has It's Thorn. Breeder/owner, Jamie Taylor

3 181 AMBERS ARDEN BLAST FROM THE PAST, RN29504303, 4/20/2016 by Ch. Ambers Mega Moolah - Ch. Arden Double Dares Trimor. Breeders/owners, Donnice Dowell, Danielle Snyder & Rosalie Duvall

Open Bitches

1, Winners Bitch, Best of Opposite Sex 185 DECORUM INKANDESCENT, RN25363005, 10/10/2012 by Ch. Belfox Ink - Decorum Laurelton Beyond the Stars. Breeder, Andrea Curran; owners, breeder & Taylor Schwartz


Best of Breed Competition

Best of Breed 187 GCH. DECORUM TOUCH THE CLOUDS, RN19147101, 04-01-09 by Ch. Lil'Itch Game On - Ch. Decorum Reality. Dog. Breeders, Andrea Curran & Virginia O'Connor;

owners, Andrea Curran & Taylor Schwartz

Select Dog 186 GCH. DECORUM SPOT ON, RN25363004, 10-10-12 by Ch. Belfox Ink - Decorum Laurelton Beyond The Stars. Dog. Breeder/owner, Andrea Curran. (Lindsay Siflinger, Agent).


189 CH. TOP HAT HULA GIRL, RN28867001, 11/10/2015 by Ch. Focus Far Out At Quissex - Ch. Quissex Fashion Plate.Breeder, Sheila Thulin; owners, breeder, Susan Hill & Chuck Nelson

*****
Regular Classes, Show 2

Puppy Dogs 6-9 months

Puppy Dogs 9-12 Months
1, Winners Dog, Best of Winners, 176 MISTRY HOLLOW’S SOLITARY MAN, RN29813502, 05-17-16 by Ch. Green Acres Trending - Ch. Misty Hollow's Cracklin' Rosie. Breeder, Taylor Schwartz & Teresa Voss; owners, Janice Wright & Donnice Dowell

Puppy Bitches 6-9 Months
1, Reserve Winners Bitch 181 AMBERS ARDEN BLAST FROM THE PAST, RN29043002, 04-20-16 by Ch. Ambers Mega Moolah - Ch. Arden Double Dares Trimor. Breeders owners, Donnice Dowell, Danielle Snyder & Rosalie Duvall

Open Bitches
1, Winners Bitch, Best of Opposite Sex 179 AMBERS ARDEN RING MY BELL, RN29504301, 04-20-16 by Ambers Mega Moolah - GCh. Arden Double Dares Trimor. Breeders/owners, Donnice Dowell, Danielle Snyder & Rosalie Duvall

Best of Breed Competition

WIRE FOX TERRIERS
Sweepstakes
Puppy Dogs 6 - 9 Months
1 Best of Opposite Sex in Sweepstakes 190 TES AIRING OF GRIEVANCES

Puppy Bitches 6 - 9 Months
1 194 TURCOYS THE ROOF IS ON FIRE
2 197 TES CAN’T KEEP A SECRET

Puppy Bitches 9 - 12 Months
1 193 PATHWIRE CONTINUING ON THE LEGACY
2 196 STARWYRE ONCE IN A BLUE MOON

Regular Classes, Show 1

Bred By Exhibitor Dogs
1 Reserve Winners Dog 190 TES AIRING OF GRIEVANCES, RN29761805, 07-15-16 by GCh. Garcini Rangels Concerto With Tes - GCh. Tes Ziva Daveed. Breeder, Elise Singer; owners, breeder & Sue Herdeman

Bred By Exhibitor Dogs
1, Winners Dog, Best of Winners, Best of Opposite Sex, 192 CLAYPOOL RELOAD AT TSARSHADOW, RN27604405 by Ch. Tsarshadow Flying Circus - GCh. Aljamar Eliminate The Negative. Breeders, Nick & Ashley Waters; owners, Doug Belter & Dawne Deeley

Puppy Bitches 6 - 9 Months

1 193 PATHWIRE CONTINUING ON THE LEGACY, RN 29293601, 03-28-16 by GCh. Pathwire King Of The Carnival BN RN JE CA RATCHX3 - Ch. Madfox Making The Team At Pathwire. Breeders/owners, Gloria Thomas, Karen Passow & Geneva Heller

Puppy Bitches 9 - 12 Months

1 195 JELSON'S WHICH WITCH IS WHICH, RN29281701, 12-16-15 by GCh. Jelson's Ice Age Continental Drift - Ch. Sweet Angel Of Northwire's. Breeder: Donna Johnson; owners, Mike & Donna Johnson

Bred By Exhibitor Bitches

1 Reserve Winners Bitch 194 TURCOYS THE ROOF IS ON FIRE, RN29772903, 07-02-16 by Ch. Grand Always The Fall Guy - Ch. Galerianka Nes Gwadiana. Breeder/owner, Jaime Taylor
3 196 STARWYRE ONCE IN A BLUE MOON, RN 29375703, 05-14-16 by GCh. Garcini Rangels Concerto With TES - GCh. Starwyre Canis Minor. Breeder/owner, Lori Yotter

Open Bitches

1 199 JELSON'S HARVEYS GIRL OF TES, RN28829705, 08-21-15 by GCH Ch Hampton Court's Monte Cristo - GCh. TES Ziva Daveed. Breeder, Elise Singer; owners, Mike & Donna Johnson

Best of Breed Competition

Select Dog 200 GCH. PATHWIRE KING OF THE CARNIVAL BN RN JE CA RATCHX3, RN23820201, 02-07-12 by GCh. Purston Imperial Prince - Ch. Madfox Mardi Gras At Pathwire. Dog. Breeders, owners & Gail & Mike Obradovich; ownefrs, Gloria Thomas & Karen Passow

Regular Classes, Show 2

Bred By Exhibitor Dogs

1 Winners Dog, Best of Winners 190 TES AIRING OF GRIEVANCES, RN29761805. 07-15-16 by GCh. Garcini Rangels Concerto With TES - GCh. Tes Ziva Daveed. Breeder, Elise Singer; owners, breeder & Sue Herdeman

Open Dogs

AB 192 CLAYPOOL RELOAD AT TSARSHADOW, RN 27604405 by Ch. Tsrashadow Flying Circus - GCh. Aljamar Eliminate The Negative. Breeders, Nick & Ashley Waters; owners, Doug Belter & Dawne Deeley

Puppy Bitches 6 - 9 Months

1 Reserve Winners Bitch 194 TURCOYS THE ROOF IS ON FIRE, RN29772903, 07-02-16 by Ch. Grand Always The Fall Guy - Ch. Galerianka Nes Gwadiana. Breeder, Jaime Taylor; owner, Kaitlyn Loomis

Puppy Bitches 9 - 12 Months

1 193 PATHWIRE CONTINUING ON THE LEGACY, RN 29293601, 03-28-16 by GCh. Pathwire King Of The Carnival BN RN JE CA RATCHX3 - Ch. Madfox Making The Team At Pathwire. Breeders/owners, Gloria Thomas, Karen Passow & Geneva Heller

1 195 JELSON'S WHICH WITCH IS WHICH, RN29281701, 12-16-15 by GCh. Jelson's Ice Age Continental Drift - Ch. Sweet Angel Of Northwire's. Breeder: Donna Johnson; owners, Mike & Donna Johnson

Bred By Exhibitor Bitches

2 194 TURCOYS OOPS I DID IT AGAIN, RN29772901, 07-02-16 by Ch. Grand Always The Fall Guy - Ch. Galerianka Nes Gwadiana. Breeder/owner, Jaime Taylor
3 196 STARWYRE ONCE IN A BLUE MOON, RN 29375703, 05-14-16 by GCh. Garcini Rangels Concerto With TES - GCh. Starwyre Canis Minor. Breeder/owner, Lori Yotter

Open Bitches

1 199 JELSON'S HARVEYS GIRL OF TES, RN28829705, 08-21-15 by GCH Ch Hampton Court's Monte Cristo - GCh. TES Ziva Daveed. Breeder, Elise Singer; owners, Mike & Donna Johnson
Best of Breed Competition


Best of Opposite Sex 200 GCH. PATHWIRE KING OF THE CARNIVAL BN RN JE CA RATCHX3, RN 23820201, 02-07-12 by GCh. Purston Imperial Prince - Ch. Madfox Mardi Gras At Pathwire. Dog. Breeders, owners & Gail & Mike Obradovich; owners, Gloria Thomas & Karen Passow

Motor Cities Fox Terrier Club Specialty Show
with Terrier Club Of Michigan

Friday 04/28/17
Judges: Sweepstakes, Jean Callens; Regular Classes, Mrs. Jan Ritchie Gladstone

Sweepstakes

15 - 18 Months Dogs
1, Best of Opposite Sex in Sweepstakes 7 HALCAR STOLI GOLD, RN28926702, 01-09-16 by GCh. Halcar Jasper Stone - Nikon Foks Zira. Breeder, Anne Beckwith; owners, Eric & Anne Beckwith & Jean Finn

Sweepstakes, Puppy, 9 & Under 12 Months Bitches
1, Best in Sweepstakes 16 HALCAR AIN'T MISBEHAVIN’, RN29625901, 06-30-16 by Ch. High MTN Warfox Thundersnow - Osiris Girl. Breeder, Anne Beckwith; owners, Cheryl Lynn Kurpas

Veteran Sweepstakes
Best Veteran in Sweepstakes, 8 CH. HALCAR BROWN SUGAR, RN 06240905, 08-23-04 by Ch. Raybill Scotty Pippin - Ch. Gaibalea Voodoo Vixen. Breeders, Anne Beckwith & Jan Smith; owner, Anne Beckwith

Regular Classes

Bred by Exhibitor Dogs
1, Winners Dog, Best of Opposite Sex, 7 HALCAR STOLI GOLD, RN28926702, 01-09-16 by GCh. Halcar Jasper Stone - Nikon Foks Zira. Breeder, Anne Beckwith; owners, Eric & Anne Beckwith & Jean Finn

Puppy Bitches 9 -12 Months
1 Reserve Winners Bitch, 16 HALCAR AIN'T MISBEHAVIN’, RN29625901, 06-30-16 by Ch. High MTN Warfox Thundersnow - Osiris Girl. Breeder, Anne Beckwith; owners, Cheryl Lynn Kurpas

2 18 HALCAR TRIZ MY PATIENCE, RN 29625903, 06-30-16 by GCh. High Mtn Warfox Thundersnow - Osiris Girl (Del Rey). Breeder, Anne Beckwith; owner, Janet Marie Olson

Breed by Exhibitor Bitches
1, Winners Bitch, Best of Winners, Best of Breed, Best Bred By Exhibitor, 12 HALCAR ALPHALOUP SPILLED INK, RN 27941202, 04-10-15 by Ch. Belfox Ink - GCh. Halcar Broxden Just Is. Breeder: Anne Beckwith; owners, breeder & Dean Goudie

Best of Breed Competition
Select Bitch, 10 GCH. HALCAR SUNNYSTONE INDIA INK. RN 27941201, 04-10-15 by Ch. Belfox Ink - GCh. Halcar Broxden Just Is. Breeder: Anne Beckwith; owners, breeder & Kathryn Martel

AB 14 GCH. HAMPTON COURT BROXDEN LADY JUSTICE, RN 24994403, 07-24-12 by GCh. J'Cobe Kemosabe Vigilante Justice - Ch. Waybroke Broxden Dress Envy. Bitch. Breeders, Lindsay Siflinger & Phil & Amy Booth; owner, Mary Danilowicz

WIRE FOX TERRIERS

Sweepstakes

Puppy Dogs 6 - 9 Months
1, Best in Sweepstakes, 11 HALCAR PADRAIG, RN29773001, 08-07-16 by Ch. Sir Winston Of Lightfoot - Ch. Halcar Mary Kate. Breeder/owner, Jean T. Finn

Puppy Dogs 9- 12 Months
1 19 FOXFARM FATAL ATTRACTION, RN29827101, 05-17-16 by GCh. Hampton Court Monte Cristo - Ch. Foxfarm Hot Stuff. Breeder/owner, Shellie Magraw

15 - 18 Months Dogs
AB 15 FOXHAUS THE NORSEMAN, RN28758102, 11-27-15 by Ch. Wyrlake Foxhollow Dark Horse - Ch. Foxhaus Fancy That. Breeders/owners, William & Kathy Voss

6 - 9 Months Bitches
1, Best of Opposite Sex in Sweepstakes, 16 HALCAR SIOBHAN, RN 29773101, 08-01-16 by Ch. Sir Winston Of Lightfoot - Halcar Clare. Breeder/owner, Jean T. Finn
LADY CATHERINE OF LIGHTFOOT, RN30090401, 10-14-16 by GCh. Hampton Courts Monte Cristo - Ch. Warwood Garcini Sweet Charisma. Breeder, Kevin Rogers; owner, Ann Joondeph
15 -18 Months Bitches
1 10 HALCAR LIGHTFOOT GISELA, RN29171401, 01-14-16 by Ch. Halcar Wirewoods Sherman - Ch. Warwood Garcini Sweet Charisma. Breeder, Kevin Rogers; owners, Jean Finn & Vicki Sherry

Veteran Sweepstakes
1 Best Veteran in Sweepstakes 26 CH. HALCAR WIREWOOD'S ATTITUDE NA NAJ CGC, RN10014302, 11-28-05 by Ch. Travella Solid Gold - Ch. Halcar Gabriella. Owner: Julia B Williams, Metamora, MI 48455. Breeder: Jean T Finn.
2 14 CH. HALCAR ALANNAH, RN19300801, 07-04-09 by Ch. Steele Dusty Knight - Halcar Foxfarm Fiona. Breeder/owner, Jean T. Finn

Regular Classes
Puppy Dogs 9-12 Months
1, Reserve Winners Dog 19 FOXFARM FATAL ATTRACTION, RN29827101, 05-17-16 by GCh. Hampton Court Monte Cristo - Ch. Foxfarm Hot Stuff. Breeder/owner, Shellie Magraw
Bred by Exhibitor Dogs
1, Winners Dog, Best of Winners, Best Bred By Exhibitor, BBEGr3, HALCAR PADRAIG, RN29773001, 08-07-16 by Ch. Sir Winston Of Lightfoot - Ch. Halcar Mary Kate. Breeder/owner, Jean T. Finn
Open Dogs
AB 15 FOXHAUS THE NORSEMAN, RN28758102, 11-27-15 by Ch. Wyrlake Foxhollow Dark Horse - Ch. Foxhaus Fancy That. Breeders/owners, William & Kathy Voss
AB 17 LUTRA APPS AMERICAN PRINCE AT LONGVUE, RN 27775701, 01-18-15 by Ch. Reignon Lutra High Voltage - Ch. Dilligad Jadee Karma Of Delzar. Breeders, Tracy Szaras & Luiz Abreu; owners, Norma Appleyard & April & Todd Clyde
6 - 9 Months Bitches
1, Reserve Winners Bitch 16 HALCAR SIOBHAN, RN 29773101, 08-01-16 by Ch. Sir Winston Of Lightfoot - Halcar Clare. Breeder/owner, Jean T. Finn
2 8 LADY CATHERINE OF LIGHTFOOT, RN30090401, 10-14-16 by GCh. Hampton Courts Monte Cristo - Ch. Warwood Garcini Sweet Charisma. Breeder, Kevin Rogers; owner, Ann Joondeph
12 - 18 Months Bitches
1 10 HALCAR LIGHTFOOT GISELA, RN29171401, 01-14-16 by Ch. Halcar Wirewoods Sherman - Ch. Warwood Garcini Sweet Charisma. Breeder, Kevin Rogers; owners, Jean Finn & Vicki Sherry
Bred by Exhibitor Bitches
1 20 RANDOM ROWAN, RN 27620101, 08-06-14 by Ch. Kingarthur Van Foliny Home - Ch. Random Riot. Breeders/owners, Bill McFadden & Paul Gyori
American-Bred Bitches
1 22 FOXHAUS AMAZING GRACE, RN26815502, 06-11-14 by Br'er Fox Hollow Friar Tuck - Foxhaus Folk Singer. Breeders, Kathy & William Voss; owner, Michelle Peters
Open Bitches
1 Winners Bitch 12 HALCAR QUE BELLA, RN25195901, 02-06-13 by Ch. Surfsong Half Moon Bay - Ch. Halcar Carmella. Breeder, Jean T. Finn; owners, Vicki Sherry & Jean Finn
AB 24 FOXHOLLOW APP'S IT'S ALL ABOUT ME AT LONGVUE, RN 25991903, 09-18-13 by Kingsrow The Life Of Riley Of Foxhollow - Foxhollow Precious. Breeders, Andrew & Fiona DiGiorgio; owners, Norma Appleyard & Todd & April Clyde
Veteran Bitches
1 Best Veteran, Best of Opposite Sex, 14 CH. HALCAR ALANNAH, RN19300801, 07-04-09 by Ch. Steele Dusty Knight - Halcar Foxfarm Fiona. Breeder/owner, Jean T. Finn
Best of Breed Competition
Best of Breed 7 CH. SIR WINSTON OF LIGHTFOOT, RN 27853901, 08-07-14 by Ch. Steele's Tophat Of Ironhill - Ch. Warwood Garcini Sweet Charisma. Dog. Breeder: Kevin Rogers; owners, Jean Finn, Ann Joondeph & Anne Beckwith
AB CH. FOXHAUS FLIRT, RN26815501, 06-11-14 by Br'er Fox Hollow Friar Tuck - Foxhaus Folk Singer. Bitch. Breeders/owners, William & Kathy Voss
Fox Terrier Club of Northern California Specialty Show
with Northern California Terrier Association
April 14, 2017

Judges: Sweepstakes, Nancy Arnold; Regular Classes, Linda Wells

SMOOTH FOX TERRIERS

Sweepstakes

12 - 18 Months Dogs


Puppy Bitches 9 - 12 Months

I 8 LIL’ITCH J’COBE SATISFACTION, RN29620802, 05-04-16 by GCh. Lil’itch Wedigit Rugged Larke - GCH J'Cobe Broxden Philadelphia Phillie. Breeders, William Dalling & Carol Hurley; owners, Suzann Hoesman, Mari Morrisey & Leslie Smith

12 - 18 Months Bitches


Regular Classes

12 - 18 Months Dogs


Open Dogs


Puppy Bitches 9 - 12 Months

I 8 LIL’ITCH J’COBE SATISFACTION, RN29620802, 05-04-16 by GCh. Lil’itch Wedigit Rugged Larke - GCH J'Cobe Broxden Philadelphia Phillie. Breeders, William Dalling & Carol Hurley; owners, Suzann Hoesman, Mari Morrisey & Leslie Smith

12 - 18 Months Bitches


Open Bitches

I 10 ABSOLUTELY ALLURING, RN25135402, 12-25-12 by Ch. Slyfox Sneaks A Peek - Raybills Razzle Dazzle. Breeder, J. W. Smith; owners, J. W. Smith & Edward Boyes

Veteran Dogs

1, Select Dog 15 GCH. WEDIGIT PAPARAZZI, RN20120601, 01-17-10 by Ch. Lil'itch Wedigit Rugged Larke - Ch. WeDigIt Sunlyn Centerfold. Breeders, owner & Lesli & Jamie Smith; owner, Trudy Haines

Best of Breed Competition


WIRE FOX TERRIERS

Puppy Dogs 6-9 Months

1, Reserve Winners Dog, 7 DESERT SKIES RANDOM PATRIOT, RN29768001, 08-08-16 by Ch. Random Reconsideration - Ch. Desert Skies Steele The Show. Breeder/owner, Linda Muhlenfeld. (Gustavo Jimenez, agent)

12 - 18 Months Dogs

1, Winners Dog, Best of Winners 11 RANDOM REGATTA, RN28917705, 12-21-15 by Ch. Random Reconsideration - GCh. Random Rosa Diamante RN. Breeders/owners, Kim & John Lemke. (Bill McFadden, agent)

12 - 18 Months Bitches


Best of Breed Competition


Mid South Fox Terrier Club of Memphis Specialty Show with Louisville Kennel Club, Inc. April 17, 2017

Judges: Sweepstakes, Rita Cherry Ford; Regular Classes, Cindy Meyer

Smooth Fox Terriers

Sweepstakes

Puppy Dogs 6-9 Months

1 11 TOCOA THE DEVIL OF RAMADI, RN29758803, 07-12-16 by Ch. Tocoa Cartier CD - GCh. Hopewell Tocoa Iron Lady. Breeder, Traci Matthews; owner, Brooke Corson
2 17 TOCOA THE TRUMPETER V SHEFFIELD, RN29758802. 07-12-16 by Ch. Tocoa Cartier CD - GCh. Hopewell Tocoa Iron Lady. Breeder, Traci Matthews; owners, Sharon Yon & Traci Matthews
3 25 ABSOLUTELY BY DESIGN, RN 30390201, 08-10-16 by Ch. Absolutely Oh No - GCh. Quissex Mouche. Breeders/owners, J. W. Smith & Dana Gabel

Puppy Dogs 9-12 Months

1 9 MISTY HOLLOW'S SOLITARY MAN, RN29813502, 05-17-16 by Ch. Green Acres Trending - Ch. Misty Hollow's Cracklin' Rosie. Breeder, Teresa Voss; owners, Taylor Schwartz & Teresa Voss
2 43 WEST MEADE TURCOYS GOOD GRIEF!, RN29415005, 04-23-16 by GChS. West Meade Repeat Performance - Windkist La La Lollipop. Breeders/owners, Julie Wright & Jaime Taylor
AB 39 QUISEX PERCIVAL, RN 29622304. 06-06-16 by Ch. Laurelton 'N Broxden Suit Up - GCh. Buchanan Focus Cat Bal-lou. Breeder, Mrs. W. H. Stout; owners, Mrs. W. H. Stout & Elizabeth Pina

12 - 15 Months Dogs

1 33 ABSOLUTELY NOT, RN 29623901, 12-31-15 by Ch. Absolutely Oh No - Ch. Foxjar OMG. Breeders/owners, J. W. Smith & Dana Gabel

15 - 18 Months Dogs

1, Best in Sweepstakes 35 ABSOLUTELY PERSUASIVE, RN 29929603, 11-25-15 by GCh. Slyfox Sneaks a Peek - Absolutely Obsessive. Breeders/owners, J. W. Smith & Edward Boyes
3 47 HIGH MTN DANCE PARTY AT MILL POND, RN 2885903, 12-09-15 by GChB. Clayco High Mtn Rattlin Bones - Ch. High Mtn Baretta. Breeder: Catherine Myton; owners, Edweena & Calvin McDowell

Puppy Bitches 6 - 9 Months

1 138 HALCAR MAM'SELLE ELAN, RN 29625904, 06-30-16 by GCh. High Mtn Warfox Thundersnow - Osiris Girl (DelRey). Breeder, Anne Beckwith; owner, Sally Kitchen DVM

2 58 DECORUM KISS AT MIDNIGHT, RN 30388203, 07-01-16 by Ch. Bluestone Campaign Promote - Ch. Decorum Evening in Paris. Breeders, Jeanene Fiske & Andrea Curran; owners, Andrea Curran & Lindsay Siflinger


4 64 HALCAR AIN'T MISBEHAVIN', RN 2962590m 06-30-16 by GChS. High MTN Warfox Thundersnow - Osiris Girl. Breeder: Anne N. Beckwith; owner, Cheryl Lynn Kurpas

Puppy Bitches 9 -12 Months

1, Best of Opposite Sex in Sweepstakes 52 HIGH MTN COTTONDALE WITH A TWIST, RN 29516201, 03-30-16 by GCh. Legacy Broxden Atticus Of Quissex - GChB. High Mtn Warfox Peppermint Twist. Breeders, Sharon & Don Boyd & Carolyn & Richard Snively; owners, Tracey & Leonard Luty & Carolyn & Richard Snively

2 36 WEST MEADE TURCOYS BRAMBLE AND ROSE HAIL MARY! RN 29415006, 04-23-16 by GChS. West Meade Repeat Performance - Windkist La La Lollipop. Breeders/owners, Julie Wright & Jaime Taylor

Puppy Dogs 6 - 9 Months

1 11 TOCOA THE DEVIL OF RAMADI, RN 29758803, 07-12-16 by Ch. Tocoa Cartier CD - GCh. Hopewell Tocoa Iron Lady. Breeder, Traci Matthews; owner, Brooke Corson

2 25 ABSOLUTELY BY DESIGN, RN 30390201, 08-10-16 by Ch. Absolutely Oh No - GCh. Quissex Mouche. Breeders/owners, J. W. Smith & Dana Gabel

3 17 TOCOA THE TRUMPETER V SHEFFIELD, RN 29758802, 07-12-16 by Ch. Tocoa Cartier CD - GCh. Hopewell Tocoa Iron Lady. Breeder, Traci Matthews; owners, Sharon Yon & Traci Matthews

Puppy Dogs 9 - 12 Months

1, Winners Dog, Best of Winners 9 MISTY HOLLOW'S SOLITARY MAN, RN 29813502, 05-17-16 by Ch. Green Acres Trending - Ch. Misty Hollow's Cracklin' Rosie. Breeder, Teresa Voss; owners, Taylor Schwartz & Teresa Voss

2 19 MISTY HOLLOW'S COLT 45, RN 29809201, 05-08-16 by Ch. Raylynn's Chocolate Stout - Ch. Misty Hollow's Lil' Missy. Breeder/owner, Teresa Voss

3 43 WEST MEADE TURCOYS GOOD GRIEF! RN 29415005, 04-23-16 by GChS. West Meade Repeat Performance - Windkist La La Lollipop. Breeders/owners, Julie Wright & Jaime Taylor

AB 39 QUISSEX PERCIVAL, RN 29622304. 06-06-16 by Ch. Laurelton 'N Broxden Suit Up - GCh. Buchanan Focus Cat Ballou. Breeder, Mrs. W. H. Stout; owners, Mrs. W. H. Stout & Elizabeth Pina

12 - 18 Months Dogs

1 33 ABSOLUTELY NOT, RN 29623901, 12-31-15 by Ch. Absolutely Oh No - Ch. Foxjar OMG. Breeders/owners, J. W. Smith & Dana Gabel


3 47 HIGH MTN DANCE PARTY AT MILL POND, RN 2885903, 12-09-15 by GChB. Clayco High Mtn Rattlin Bones - Ch. High Mtn Baretta. Breeder: Catherine Myton; owners, Edweena & Calvin McDowell

Bred by Exhibitor Dogs

1 23 BURBERRY HAREWOOD CALLIGRAPHY, RN 29031305, 10-12-15 by GCh. Lil'Itch Steeplechase RATN - GCh. Burberry Broxden What Not to Wear ME. Breeders, Liz & Julie Holle, Kate Batzner & Madeline & Adam Peterson; owners, Madeline & Adam Peterson
2 45 IMPERIALS CARNIVAL TIME, RN27797502, 02-15-15 by Ch. Foxstep Dreamcatcher - Hi-Society's La Peregrina SE. Breeder/owner, Bonnie Jane

Open Dogs

1, Reserve Winner Dog 51 NORTHLAND FOX PLATINUM COWBOY, RN29116603, 01-11-16 by GChG. Lil' Itch Steeplechase RATN - Northland Fox Star Dust II. Breeder/owner, Deborah J. Kelly. (Adam Peterson, agent)
2 37 ABSOLUTELY MAGICAL, RN28950201, 07-23-15 by Ch. Absolutely Oh No - Ch. Absolutely Mystical. Breeders/owners, J. W. Smith & Dana Gabel
3 29 MILAR LEONARD McCOY, RN 29687901, 07-18-12 by Morgansonne Topper Dar-Lu - Torquay Demetria Of Windshadow. Breeder/owner, Felipe Lara. (Jenny Wornall Rangel, agent)

Puppy Bitches 6 - 9 Months

1 64 HALCAR AIN'T MISBEHAVIN', RN2962590m 06-30-16 y GChS. High MTN Warfox Thundersnow - Osiris Girl. Breeder: Anne M. Beckwith; owner, Cheryl Lynn Kurpas
2 38 HALCAR MAM'SELLE ELAN, RN 29625904, 06-30-16 by GCh. High Mt Warfox Thundersnow - Osiris Girl (DelRey). Breeder, Anne Beckwith; owner, Sally Kitchen DVM
3 22 MAXIM PAINTED ANGEL, RN29735404, 07-13-16 by GCh. Hopewell Tocoa In the Paint - Ch. Smooth Ridge Deja Vu CA BCAT. Breeders/owners, Lynda McGuire & William Nosbisch
4 58 DECORUM KISS AT MIDNIGHT, RN30388203, 07-01-16 by Ch. Bluestone Campaign Promise - Ch. Decorum Evening in Paris. Breeders, Jeanene Fiske & Andrea Curran; owners, Andrea Curran & Lindsay Sifflinger

Puppy Bitches 9 - 12 Months

1 34 CHELLENHAM HAREWOOD TAINTED APPLE, RN29903408, 05-21-16 by GChG. Lil'Itch Steeplechase - Ch. Blaue King Amazing. Breeders, Rosario Piniero & Elyades Betancourt; owners, Madeline & Adam Peterson & Annebly Harwood-Aroney
2 54 MISTY HOLLOW'S DESIREE, RN29813501. 05-17-16 by Ch. Green Acres Trending - Ch. Misty Hollow's Cracklin' Rosie. Breeder/owner, Teresa Voss
3 36 WEST MEADE TURCOYS BRAMBLE AND ROSE HAIL MARY! RN29415006, 04-23-16 by GChS. West Meade Repeat Performance - Windkist La La Lollipop. Breeders/owners, Julie Wright & Jaime Taylor

12 - 18 Months Bitches

1, Reserve Winners Bitch 10 ABSOLUTELY EVER AFTER, RN29623903, 12-31-15 by Ch. Absolutely Oh No - Ch. Foxjar OMG. Breeders/owners, J. W. Smith & Dana Gabel
2 18 ABSOLUTELY SHE'S AMAZING, RN29929601, 11-25-15 by GCh. Slyfox Sneaks a Peek - Absolutely Obsessive. Breeders/owners, J. W. Smith & Edward Boyes
3 12 TOP HAT PAPER MOON AT BROCAIRE, RN28867004, 11-10-15 by Ch. Focus Far Out at Quissex - Ch. Quissex Fashion Plate. Breeder, Sheila Thulin; owners, Brittany Ann Boldt & Sheila Thulin

Bred by Exhibitor Bitches

1, Winners Bitch 52 HIGH MTN COTTONDALE WITH A TWIST, RN29516201, 03-30-16 by GCh. Legacy Broxden Atticus Of Quissex - GChB. High Mt Warfox Peppermint Twist. Breeders, Sharon & Don Boyd & Carolyn & Richard Snively; owners, Tracey & Leonard Luty & Carolyn & Richard Snively
2 62 ABSOLUTELY PRICELESS, RN28950202, 07-23-15 by Ch. Absolutely Oh No - Ch. Absolutely Mystical. Breeders/owners, J. W. Smith & Dana Gabel
3 14 SHEFFIELD THE DUTCHESS, RN26757302, 05-28-14 by Ch. Sheffield Simon Sez ME CGC RATN RN - Sheffield Phoenix Rizing RN. Breeder/owner, Sharon V. Yon

Open Bitches

1 42 TOWNVIEW KEEP 'EM WAITING, RN 27356401, 11-08-14 by GCh. Raybill's Viper - Ch. Townview Sugar Town. Breeders/owners, Kathleen & Thomas Steedman
2 30 HALCAR ALPHALOUP SPILLED INK, RN 27941202, 04-10-15 by Ch. Belfox Ink - GCh. Halcar Broxden Just Is. Breeder, Anne Beckwith; owners, Anne Beckwith & Dean Goudie
3 50 DECORUM INKANDESCENT, RN25363005, 10/10/2012 by Ch. Belfox Ink - Decorum Laurelton Beyond the Stars. Breeder, Andrea Curran; owners, breeder & Taylor Schwartz
4 46 ARDEN SAY PEPSI PLEASE TRIMOR TT, RN28052802, 1/21/2015 Breeder: Sire: GCh. Trimmer Who's Waiting on Who Arden - Ch Arden Double Dares Trimmer. Breeders, Debera Davis & Jill Garrison; owners, breeders & Allison Ward
32 MIND YOUR MANNERS, RN 27821401, 03-10-15 by Ch. Kenterra On Que - Bravofox Libretto. Breeders, Anne & John P. Williams; owners, Kathryn Parrish & Ellen Gehm
Veteran Bitches

Best of Breed Competition

Best of Breed
60 GCHS. HIGH MOUNTAIN CRACK SHOT, RN26620901, 04-30-14 by GCh. Legacy Broxden Atticus Of Quissex - Ch. High Mtn Black Velvet White Lace. Bitch. Breeders, Catherine Myton & Carolyn Snively; owners, Carolyn & Richard J. Snively. (Monica Lamontagne, gent)

Best of Opposite Sex

Select Dog

Select Bitch

7 CH. MAY I HAVE THIS DANCE, RN 28875902, 12-09-15 by GChB. Clayco High Mtn Rattlin Bones - Ch. High Mtn Baretta. Dog. Breeder, Catherine Myton; owner, Judy Dawson


24 GCH. SIMPHUNI'S VICE, RN23586705, 02-03-12 by GCh. Raybill's Viper - Ch. Kemosabe Broxden Rodeo Queen. Bitch. Breeders/owners, Billy Huntington & Desmond Simpson


27 GCH. DECORUM TOUCH THE CLOUDS, RN19147101, 04-01-09 by Ch. Lil'Itch Game On - Ch. Decorum Reality. Dog. Breeders, Andrea Curran & Virginia O'Connor; owners, Andrea Curran & Taylor Schwartz

28 GCH. HAMPTON COURT BROXDEN LADY JUSTICE, RN 24994403, 07-24-12 by GCh. J'Cobe Kemosabe Vigilante Justice - Ch. Waybroke Broxden Dress Envy. Bitch. Breeders, Lindsay Siflinger & Phil & Amy Booth; owner, Mary Danilowicz

31 GCH. HAREWOOD BLACKTHORN ONYX, RN25713901, 06-17-13 by Ch. Belfox Ink - Ch. Harewood White Diamond. Dog. Breeders, Madeline & Adam Peterson, Annebly Harwood & Judy Franklin; owners, Madeline & Adam Peterson & Billy Rodriguez


48 CH. TOOFOX I CAN ONLY IMAGINE, RN 28614001, 06-18-15 by Ch. Toofox Swensea Lord Willing - GCh. Foxlorr Step Aside Boys at Toofox. Bitch. Breeders/owners, Mr. & Mrs. William E. Dossett

55 GCH. DECORUM SPOT ON, RN25363004, 10-10-12 by Ch. Belfox Ink - Decorum Laurelton Beyond the Stars. Dog. Breeder/owner, Andrea Curran. (Lindsay Siflinger, agent)


Please note:

Every effort is made to get the correct results printed for everyone. The results are taken directly from the superintendent's web site, and we have found that sometimes they are not correct. We may also copy something down wrong inadvertently. If you see something amiss, please let me know and a correction will be made. Thank you for your understanding!

—Traci
American Fox Terrier Club Specialty Show
with Evansville Kennel Club, Inc.
Saturday 03/18/17

SMOOTH FOX TERRIERS

Judges: Sweepstakes, Debbie Breiter; Regular Classes, Lorraine Gyenge

SWEEPSTAKES

Puppy Dogs 6 - 9 Months

I 11 TOCOA THE DEVIL OF RAMADI, RN29758803, 07-12-16 by Ch. Tocoa Cartier CD - GCh. Hopewell Tocoa Iron Lady. Breeder, Traci Matthews; owner, Brooke Corson
2 17 TOCOA THE TRUMPETER V SHEFFIELD, RN29758802. 07-12-16 by Ch. Tocoa Cartier CD - GCh. Hopewell Tocoa Iron Lady. Breeder, Traci Matthews; owners, Sharon Yon & Traci Matthews

AB 25 ABSOLUTELY BY DESIGN, RN 30390201, 08-10-16 by Ch. Absolutely Oh No - GCh. Quissex Mouche. Breeders/owners, J. W. Smith & Dana Gabel

Puppy Dogs 9 - 12 Months

I 1, Best in Sweepstakes 9 MISTY HOLLOW'S SOLITARY MAN, RN29813502, 05-17-16 by Ch. Green Acres Trending - Ch. Misty Hollow's Cracklin' Rosie. Breeder, Teresa Voss; owners, Taylor Schwartz & Teresa Voss
2 43 WEST MEADE TURCOYS GOOD GRIEF!, RN29415005, 04-23-16 by GChS. West Meade Repeat Performance - Windkist La La Lollipop. Breeders/owners, Julie Wright & Jaime Taylor

AB 39 QUISSEX PERCIVAL, RN 29622304. 06-06-16 by Ch. Laurelton 'N Broxden Suit Up - GCh. Buchanan Focus Cat Ballou. Breeder, Mrs. W. H. Stout; owners, Mrs. W. H. Stout & Elizabeth Pina

12 - 15 Months Dogs

I 1 33 ABSOLUTELY NOT, RN 29623901, 12-31-15 by Ch. Absolutely Oh No - Ch. Foxjar OMG. Breeders/owners, J. W. Smith & Dana Gabel

15 - 18 Months Dogs

3 47 HIGH MTN DANCE PARTY AT MILL POND, RN 2885903, 12-09-15 by GChB. Clayco High Mtn Rattlin Bones - Ch. High Mtn Baretta. Breeder: Catherine Myton; owners, Edweena & Calvin McDowell

Puppy Bitches 6 - 9 Months

I 1 22 MAXIM PAINTED ANGEL, RN29735404, 07-13-16 by GCh. Hopewell Tocoa In the Paint - Ch. Smooth Ridge Deja Vu CA BCAT. Breeders/owners, Lynda McGuire & William Nosbisch.
2 58 DECORUM KISS AT MIDNIGHT, RN30388203, 07-01-16 by Ch. Bluestone Campaign Promise - Ch. Decorum Evening in Paris. Breeders, Jeanean Fiske & Andrea Curran; owners, Andrea Curran & Lindsay Siflinger

AB 64 HALCAR AIN'T MISBEHAVIN', RN2962590m 06-30-16 y GChS. High MTN Warfox Thundersnow - Osiris Girl. Breeder: Anne M. Beckwith; owner, Cheryl Lynn Kurpas

Puppy Bitches 9 -12 Months

I 1 52 HIGH MTN COTTONDALE WITH A TWIST, RN29516201, 03-30-16 by GCh. Legacy Broxden Atticus Of Quissex - GChB. High Mtn Warfox Peppermint Twist. Breeders, Sharon & Don Boyd & Carolyn & Richard Snawely; owners, Tracey & Leonard Luty & Carolyn & Richard Snawely
2 36 WEST MEADE TURCOYS BRAMBLE AND ROSE HAIL MARY!, RN29415006, 04-23-16 by GChS. West Meade Repeat Performance - Windkist La La Lollipop. Breeders/owners, Julie Wright & Jaime Taylor

12 - 15 Months Bitches

I 1 10 ABSOLUTELY EVER AFTER, RN29623903, 12-31-15 by Ch. Absolutely Oh No - Ch. Foxjar OMG. Breeders/owners, J. W. Smith & Dana Gabel

15 - 18 Months Bitches

1, Best of Opposite Sex in Sweepstakes 12 TOP HAT PAPER MOON AT BROCAIRE, RN28867004, 11-10-15 by Ch. Focus Far Out at Quissex - Ch. Quissex Fashion Plate. Breeder, Sheila Thulin; owners, Brittany Ann Boldt & Sheila Thulin
REGULAR CLASSES

Puppy Dogs 6 - 9 Months

1, Winners Dog, Best of Winners 11 TOCOA THE DEVIL OF RAMADI, RN29758803, 07-12-16 by Ch. Tocoa Cartier CD - GCh. Hopewell Tocoa Iron Lady. Breeder, Traci Matthews; owner, Brooke Corson

AB 25 ABSOLUTELY BY DESIGN, RN 30390201, 08-10-16 by Ch. Absolutely Oh No - GCh. Quissex Mouche. Breeders/owners, J. W. Smith & Dana Gabel

Puppy Dogs 9 - 12 Months

1 9 MISTY HOLLOW'S SOLITARY MAN, RN29813502, 05-17-16 by Ch. Green Acres Trending - Ch. Misty Hollow's Cracklin' Rosie. Breeder, Teresa Voss; owners, Taylor Schwartz & Teresa Voss

2 43 WEST MEADE TUROYS GOOD GRIEF!, RN29415005, 04-23-16 by GChS. West Meade Repeat Performance - Windkist La La Lollipop. Breeders/owners, Julie Wright & Jaime Taylor

AB 39 QUISSEX PERCIVAL, RN 29622304, 06-06-16 by Ch. Laurelton 'N Broxden Suit Up - GCh. Buchanan Focus Cat Ballou. Breeder, Mrs. W. H. Stout; owners, Mrs. W. H. Stout & Elizabeth Pina

12 - 18 Months Dogs


2 33 ABSOLUTELY NOT, RN 29623901, 12-31-15 by Ch. Absolutely Oh No - Ch. Foxjar OMG. Breeders/owners, J. W. Smith & Dana Gabel

3 47 HIGH MTN DANCE PARTY AT MILL POND, RN 2885903, 12-09-15 by GChB. Clayco High Mtn Rattlin Bones - Ch. High Mtn Baretta. Breeder: Catherine Myton; owners, Edweena & Calvin Mc Dowell


Breeder/Exhibitor Dogs

1 23 BURBERRY HAREWOOD CALLIGRAPHY, RN 29031305, 10-12-15 by GCh. Lil'Itch Steeplechase RATN - GCh. Burberry Broxden What Not to Wear ME. Breeders, Liz & Julie Holle, Kate Batzner & Madeline & Adam Peterson; owners, Madeline & Adam Peterson

2 17 TOCOA THE TRUMPEETER V SHEFFIELD, RN29758802, 07-12-16 by Ch. Tocoa Cartier CD - GCh. Hopewell Tocoa Iron Lady. Breeder, Traci Matthews; owners, Sharon Yon & Traci Matthews

3 45 IMPERIALS CARNIVAL TIME, RN27797502, 02-15-15 by Ch. Foxstep Dreamcatcher - Hi-Society's La Peregrina SE. Breeder/owner, Bonnie Jane

Open Dogs

1, Reserve Winner Dog 37 ABSOLUTELY MAGICAL, RN28950201, 07-23-15 by Ch. Absolutely Oh No - Ch. Absolutely Mystical. Breeders/owners, J. W. Smith & Dana Gabel

2 29 MILAR LEONARD McCoy, RN 29687901, 07-18-12 by Morgansonne Topper Dar-Lu - Torquay Demetria Of Windshadow. Breeder/owner, Felipe Lara. (Jenny Wonnall Rangel, agent)

3 51 NORTHLAND FOX PLATINUM COWBOY, RN29116603, 01-11-16 by GChG. Lil' Itch Steeplechase RATN - Northland Fox Star Dust II. Breeder/owner, Deborah J. Kelly. (Adam Peterson, agent)

Puppy Bitches 6 - 9 Months

1 22 MAXIM PAINTED ANGEL, RN29735404, 07-13-16 by GCh. Hopewell Tocoa In the Paint - Ch. Smooth Ridge Deja Vu CA BCAT. Breeders/owners, Lynda McGuire & William Nosbisch

2 58 DECORUM KISS AT MIDNIGHT, RN30388203, 07-01-16 by Ch. Bluestone Campaign Promise - Ch. Decorum Evening in Paris. Breeders, Jeanane Fiske & Andrea Curran; owners, Andrea Curran & Lindsay Siffinger

AB 64 HALCAR AIN'T MISBEHAVIN', RN2962590m 06-30-16 y GChS. High MTN Warfox Thundersnow - Osiris Girl. Breeder: Anne M. Beckwith; owner, Cheryl Lynn Kurpas

Puppy Bitches 9 - 12 Months

1, Reserve Winners Bitch 34 CHELTENHAM HAREWOOD TAINTED APPLE, RN29903408, 05-21-16 by GChG. Lil'Itch Steeplechase - Ch. Blae King Amazing. Breeders, Rosario Piniero & Elyades Betancourt; owners, Madeline & Adam Peterson & Annely Harwood-Aroney

2 36 WEST MEADE TUROYS BRAMBLE AND ROSE HAIL MARY!, RN29415006, 04-23-16 by GChS. West Meade Repeat Performance - Windkist La La Lollipop. Breeders/owners, Julie Wright & Jaime Taylor

3 54 CH. MISTY HOLLOW'S DESIREE, RN29813501, 05-17-16 by Ch. Green Acres Trending - Ch. Misty Hollow's Cracklin' Rosie. Breeder/owner, Teresa Voss

12 - 18 Months Bitches

1 10 ABSOLUTELY EVER AFTER, RN29623903, 12-31-15 by Ch. Absolutely Oh No - Ch. Foxjar OMG. Breeders/owners, J. W. Smith & Dana Gabel

2 12 TOP HAT PAPER MOON AT BROCAIRE, RN28867004, 11-10-15 by Ch. Focus Far Out at Quissex - Ch. Quissex Fashion Plate. Breeder-
er, Sheila Thulin; owners, Brittany Ann Boldt & Sheila Thulin

3 18 ABSOLUTELY SHE'S AMAZING, RN29929601, 11-25-15 by GCh. Slyfox Sneaks a Peek - Absolutely Obsessive. Breeders/owners, J. W. Smith & Edward Boyes

Bred by Exhibitor Bitches


2 14 SHEFFIELD THE DUTCHESS, RN26757302, 05-28-14 by Ch. Sheffield Simon Sez ME CGC RATN RN - Sheffield Phoenix Rizing RN. Breeder/owner, Sharon V. Yon

AB 62 ABSOLUTELY PRICELESS, RN28950202, 07-23-15 by Ch. Absolutely Oh No - Ch. Absolutely Mystical. Breeders/owners, J. W. Smith & Dana Gabel

Open Bitches

1, Winners Bitch 30 HALCAR ALPHALOUP SPIPPLED INK, RN 27941202, 04-10-15 by Ch. Belfox Ink - GCh. Halcar Broxden Just Is. Breeder, Anne Beckwith; owners, Anne Beckwith & Dean Goudie

2 20 DECORUM INK AND DESCENT, RN25363005, 10/10/2012 by Ch. Belfox Ink - Decorum Laurelton Beyond the Stars. Breeder, Andrea Curran; owners, breeder & Taylor Schwartz.

3 32 MIND YOUR MANNERS, RN 27821401, 03-10-15 by Ch. Kenterra On Que - Bravofox Libretto. Breeders, Anne & John P. Williams; owners, Kathryn Parrish & Ellen Gehr

4 46 ARDEN SAY PEPSI PLEASE TRIMOR TT, RN28052802, 1/21/2015 Breeder: Sire: GCh. Trimor Who's Waiting on Who Arden - Ch Arden Double Dares Trimer. Breeders, Debera Davis & Jill Garrison; owners, breeders & Allison Ward


JUDG 42 TOWNVIEW KEEP 'EM WAITING, RN 27356401, 11-08-14 by GCh. Raybill's Viper - Ch. Townview Sugar Town. Breeders/owners, Kathleen & Thomas Steedman

Veteran Dogs

1 53 GChS. WEST MEADE REPEAT PERFORMANCE, RN11914401, 11-09-05 by Ch. Windkist Wmeade Zero T'Sixty - Ch. Maxim Mary Claire At West Meade. Breeder, Julie Wright; owners, Breeder, Sydney Tomlinson & Jessica Kemp

Veteran Bitches

1 16 CH. TOWNVIEW SUGAR TOWN, RN 20042104, 01-17-10 by Ch. Halcar Seamus Finnegan - Hopewell Belle Watling. Breeders/owners, Kathleen & Thomas Steedman

Best of Breed Competition


Best of Opposite Sex 60 GChS. HIGH MOUNTAIN CRACK SHOT, RN26620901, 04-30-14 by GCh. Legacy Broxden Atticus Of Quissex - Ch. High Mtn Black Velvet White Lace. Bitch. Breeders, Catherine Myton & Carolyn Snavely; owners, Carolyn & Richard J. Snavely. (Monica Lamontagne, gent)

Select Dog 31 GCh. HAREWOOD BLACKTHORN ONXY, RN25713901, 06-17-13 by Ch. Belfox Ink - Ch. Harewood White Diamond. Dog. Breeders, Madeline & Adam Peterson, Annebly Harwood & Judy Franklin; owners, Madeline & Adam Peterson & Billy Rodriguez


Award of Merit 55 GCh. DECORUM SPOT ON, RN25363004, 10-10-12 by Ch. Belfox Ink - Decorum Laurelton Beyond the Stars. Dog. Breeder/owner, Andrea Curran. (Lindsay Siflinger, agent)

Award of Merit 40 GCh. MISTY HOLLOW NILEEFOX A DIRTY RUMOR, RN28286701, 01-28-15 by GCh. Nileefox Dirty Idea - Ch Quissex Dixie Chick. Bitch. Breeders/owners, Teresa Voss & Debbie Rathegeber

7 CH. MAY I HAVE THIS DANCE, RN 28875902, 12-09-15 by GChB. Clayco High Mtn Rattlin Bones - Ch. High Mtn Baretta. Dog. Breeder, Catherine Myton; owner, Judy Dawson

9 MISTY HOLLOW'S SOLITARY MAN, RN29813502, 05-17-16 by Ch. Green Acres Trending - Ch. Misty Hollow's Cracklin' Rosie. Breeder, Teresa Voss; owners, Taylor Schwartz & Teresa Voss


24 CH. SIMPHUNI'S VICE, RN23586705, 02-03-12 by GCh. Raybill's Viper - Ch. Kemosabe Broxden Rodeo Queen. Bitch. Breeders/owners, Billy Huntington & Desmond Simpson

27 CH. DECORUM TOUCH THE CLOUDS, RN19147101, 04-01-09 by Ch. Lil'Itch Game On - Ch. Decorum Reality. Dog. Breeders, Andrea Curran & Virginia O'Connor; owners, Andrea Curran & Taylor Schwartz

28 CH. HAMPTON COURT BROXDEN LADY JUSTICE, RN 24994403, 07-24-12 by GCh. J'Cobe Kemosabe Vigilante Justice - Ch. Waybroke Broxden Dress Envy. Bitch. Breeders, Lindsay Siflinger & Phil & Amy Booth; owner, Mary Danilowicz

48 GCh. TOOFOX I CAN ONLY IMAGINE, RN 28614001, 06-18-15 by Ch. Toofox Swensea Lord Willing - GCh. Foxlorr Step Aside Boys at Toofox. Bitch. Breeders/owners, Mr. & Mrs. William E. Dossett

American Fox Terrier Club Specialty Show
with Evansville Kennel Club, Inc.
March 18, 2017

Judges: Sweepstakes, Debbie Breiter; Regular Classes, Edd Embry Bivin

WIRE FOX TERRIERS

Sweepstakes

Puppy Dogs 6 - 9 Months

1 17 HALCAR PADRAIG, RN29773001, 08-07-16 by Ch. Sir Winston Of Lightfoot - Ch. Halcar Mary Kate. Breeder/owner, Jean T. Finn
2 23 TES AIRING OF GRIEVANCES, RN 29761805, 07-15-16 by GChB. Garcini Rangel’s Concerto with TES - GCh. Tes Ziva Daveed. Breeder, Elise Singer; owners, breeder & Sue Herdeman
3 9 STARWYRE STARTS WITH A BANG, RN29448504, 05-31-16 by GCh. Cedarbriar Crimson Fire - Ch. Beinnein Sirius Of Starwyre RATN. Breeder/owner, Lori Yotter

Puppy Dogs 9 - 12 Months

1, Best in Sweepstakes 33 FOXFARM FATAL ATTRACTION, RN29827101, 05-17-16 by GCh. Hampton Courts Monte Cristo - Ch. Foxfarm Hot Stuff. Breeder/owner, Shellie Magraw.

15 - 18 Months Dogs

AB 31 FOXHAUS THE NORSEMAN, RN 28758102, 11-27-15 by Ch. Wyrlake Foxhollow Dark Horse - Ch. Foxhaus Fancy That. Breeders/owners, Kathy & William Voss

Puppy Bitches 6 - 9 Months

1/Best of Opposite Sex in Sweepstakes 46 TURCOYS OOPS I DID IT AGAIN, RN29772901, 07-02-16 by Ch. Grand Always the Fall Guy - Ch. Galerianka Nes Gwadiana. Breeder/owner, Jaime Taylor

Puppy Bitches 9 - 12 Months

I 24 PATHWIRE CONTINUING ON THE LEGACY, RN 29293601, 03-28-16 by GCh. Pathwire King of The Carnival BN RN JE CA RATCHX3 - Ch. Madfox Making the Team at Pathwire. Breeders/owners, Gloria Thomas, Karen Passow & Geneva Heller
2 38 STARWYRE ONCE IN A BLUE MOON, RN 29375703, 05-14-16 by GChB. Garcini Rangels Concerto with TES - GCh. Starwyre Canis Minor. Breeder/owner, Lori Yotter
3 40 FOXHAUS MANY SHADES OF BLACK, RN 29408401, 05-16-16 by Foxhaus Rock and Roll - Foxhaus Rumour Has It. Breeders/owners, William & Kathy Voss

12 - 15 Months Bitches

I 18 JELSON'S WHICH WITCH IS WHICH, RN29281701, 12-16-15 by GCh. Jelson's Ice Age Continental Drift - Ch. Sweet Angel of Northwire's. Breeder, Donna Johnson; owners, Mike & Donna Johnson

Regular Classes

Puppy Dogs 6 - 9 Months

1/Winners Dog 23 TES AIRING OF GRIEVANCES, RN 29761805, 07-15-16 by GChB. Garcini Rangels Concerto with TES - GCh. Tes Ziva Daveed. Breeder, Elise Singer; owners, breeder & Sue Herdeman

Puppy Dogs 9 - 12 Months
1, Reserve Winners Dog  33  FOXFARM FATAL ATTRACTION, RN29827101, 05-17-16 by GCh. Hampton Courts Monte Cristo - Ch Foxfarm Hot Stuff. Breeder/owner, Shellie Magraw
2  35  HAYEWYRE'S COLONEL KOTTAS O'SANTRERIC CHAOS, RN 29447701, 05-02-16 by Lt. Colonel Kottas Duke of York PCD BN RE - Beinnein Breakfast at Tiffany's. Breeder, Linda Goddard; owner, Lisa Sheffield

Bred by Exhibitor Dogs

I  17  HALCAR PADRAIG, RN29773001, 08-07-16 by Ch. Sir Winston Of Lightfoot - Ch. Halcar Mary Kate. Breeder/owner, Jean T. Finn
2  9  STARWYRE STARTS WITH A BANG, RN29448504, 05-31-16 by GCh. Cedarbriar Crimson Fire - Ch. Beinnein Sirus Of Starwyre RATN. Breeder/owner, Lori Yotter

AB  31  FOXHAUS THE NORSEMAN, RN 28758102, 11-27-15 by Ch. Wyrlake Foxhollow Dark Horse - Ch. Foxhaus Fancy That. Breeders/owners, Kathy & William Voss

Open Dogs

I  15  LUTRA APPS AMERICAN PRINCE AT LONGVUE, RN27775701, 01-18-15 by Ch. Reignon Lutra High Voltage - Ch. Dilligad Jadede Karma of Delzar. Breeders, Tracy Szaras & Luiz Abreu; owners, Norma Appleyard & April & Todd Clyde
2  41  JAJEE LUTRA CAPTAIN AMERICA, RN 28189102, 05-24-15 by GCh. Topwyre Candy Man - Ch. Jadee Lutra Make a Wish. Breeders, Tracy Szaras & Joyce Diehl; owners, breeders & Jessica Jones

AB  7  HAMPTON COURT'S UNO, RN 26138101, 02-11-13 by Ch. Jelson's Boy Genius V Briarlea CD BN RN OA OAJ - Ch. Sanherpinc Arepa. Breeder: Victor Malzoni Jr., owners, Jaeson Wonderly & Santiago Pinto

Puppy Bitches 6 - 9 Months

2  46  TURCOYS OOPS I DID IT AGAIN, RN29772901, 07-02-16 by Ch. Grand Always the Fall Guy - Ch. Galerianka Nes Gwadiana. Breeder/owner, Jaime Taylor

Puppy Bitches 9 - 12 Months

I  40  FOXHAUS MANY SHADES OF BLACK, RN29408401, 05-16-16 by Foxhaus Rock and Roll - Foxhaus Rumour Has It. Breeders/owners, William & Kathy Voss

12 - 18 Months Bitches

(John A Harris, agent)
(Gustavo Jimenez, agent)
AB  18  JELSON'S WHICH WITCH IS WHICH, RN29281701, 12-16-15 by GCh. Jelson's Ice Age Continental Drift - Ch. Sweet Angel of Northwire's. Breeder, Donna Johnson; owners, Mike & Donna Johnson

Novice Bitches

IWH  28  BLUEGRASS TOPWYRE NO BUSINESS-LIKE SHOW BUSINESS, RN 27788701, 03-03-15 by Ch. Topwyre N Briwyre Runs with The Wind - Random Roxs My World.
Breeder/owner, Cheryl Marx

Bred by Exhibitor Bitches

I/Reserve Winners Bitch  10  RANDOM ROWAN, RN 27620101, 08-06-14 by Ch. Kingarthur Van Foliny Home - Ch. Random Riot. Breeders/owners, Bill McFadden & Paul Gyorzi
2  24  PATHWIRE CONTINUING ON THE LEGACY, RN 29293601, 03-28-16 by GCh. Pathwire King of The Carnival BN RN JE CA RATCHX3 - Ch. Madfox Making the Team at Pathwire.
Breeders/owners, Gloria Thomas, Karen Passow & Geneva Heller
3  16  CLAYPOOLS UNLEASHING POTENTIAL, RN27604404. 01-05-15 by Ch. Tsarshadows Flying Circus - GCh. Aljamar's Eliminate the Negative. Breeders/owners, Nick & Ashley Waters
438 STARWYRE ONCE IN A BLUE MOON, RN 29375703, 05-14-16 by GChB. Garcini Rangels Concerto with TES - GCh. Starwyre Canis Minor. Breeder/owner, Lori Yotter
439 FOXHAUS SHIELDMAIDEN, RN28758101, 11-27-15 by Ch. Wyrlake Hollow Dark Horse - Ch. Foxhaus Fancy That. Breeders/owners: Kathy & William Voss

American-Bred Bitches

52 FOXFARM ILLUSION, RN27260501, 07-19-14 by Foxfarm Diamond Hard - Foxfarm Fantasy. Breeder/owner, Shellie Magraw
20 TURCOYS SONGBIRD, RN27763101, 02-07-15 by Ch. Grand Always the Fall Guy - Ch. Turcoys Jolie Poetess. Breeders, Jaime Barnes & Jason W. Taylor; owner, Bill Parker

Open Bitches

/WINNERS BITCH, BEST OF WINNERS 30 BR’ER FOX HUNTERSTON'S FRANCESCA, RN 28813101, 09-29-15 by Irvonhill Cider Cup - GCh. Br’er Fox Philips Of Hunterston. Breeders, Judith Hunter & Caroline Mouris; owner, Caroline Mouris. (Robert M. Carusi, agent)
254 RANDOM ROXS MY WORLD, RN23818404, 02-24-12 by Ch. Random Roll Up Your Sleeves - Ch. Kinnego Kava. Breeders, Bill McFadden & Paul Gyori; owner, Cheryl Marx. (Klayton Harris, agent)
334 FOXHOLLOW MYSTIC STARRY NIGHT, RN 27514201, 12-11-14 by GCh. Foxhous Skyfall At Foxhollow - Foxhollow's Breeze Out of Br'er Fox. Breeders, Andrew & Fiona DiGiorgio & Caroline & Frank Mouris; owners, Edgar Cruz Guevara & T. Holibaugh & Andrew DiGiorgio
444 FOXHOLLOow APPS IT'S ALL ABOUT ME AT LONGVUE, RN 25991903, 09-18-13 by Kingsrow The Life of Riley Of Foxhollow - Foxhollow's Precious. Breeders, Andrew & Fiona DiGiorgio; owners, Norma Appleyard & Todd & April Clyde
50 JELSON'S HARVEYS GIRL OF TES, RN28829705, 08-21-15 by GCh. Hampton Court's Monte Cristo - GCh. TES Ziva Daveed. Breeder, Elise Singer; owners, Mike & Donna Johnson

Best of Breed Competition

27 Best of Opposite Sex 27 CH. JADEE-LUTRA SPITFIRE, RN2714901, 08-17-14 by Ch. Skerli Odin - Ch. Jaded-Lutra Heart's Afire. Dog. Breeders/owners, Joyce M. Diehl & Tracy Szaras
Select Dog 25 CLAYPOOL RELOAD AT TSARSHADOW, RN27604405, 01-05-15 by Ch. Tsarshadow's Flying Circus - GCh. Aljamar Eliminate the Negative. Dog. Breeders, Nick & Ashley Waters; owners, Doug Belter & Dawne Deeley
BOBOH 32 CH. FOXHAUS FLIRT, RN26815501, 06-11-14 by Br'er Fox Hollow Friar Tuck - Foxhaus Folk Singer. Bitch. Breeders/owners, William & Kathy Voss
AB 12 CH. LUTRA JADEE APPS RELENTLESS AT LONGVUE, RN25248101, 02-16-13 by Ch. Steele Gareth Bale with Farmington - Ch. Dilliag Jadée Karma of Delzar. Bitch. Breeders, Tracy Szaras & Joyce Diehl; owners, Norma Appleyard & Todd & April Clyde
19 CH. GRAND GÉORGE FALLING INTO MADNESS, RN23148204, 10-16-11 by Ch. Grand Always the Fall Guy - Ch. Hardwyre's Moonlight Madness. Dog. Breeder, Pam Granderson; owner, Kaitlyn Loomis
21 GCH. PATHWIRE KING OF THE CARNIVAL BN JE CA RATCHX3, RN23820201, 02-07-12 by GCh. Purston Imperial Prince - Ch. Madfox Mardi Gras At Pathwire. Dog. Breeders, owners & Gail & Mike Obradovich; owners, Gloria Thomas & Karen Passow
SPECIALTY WEEKEND
New location • New date

in association with the
ALL TERRIER CLUB of WESTERN WASHINGTON

PUYALLUP, WASHINGTON
IN THE BEAUTIFUL PACIFIC NORTHWEST
(less than an hour from Seattle)
Superintendent for all shows: BaRay Event Services

FOX TERRIER
FANCIERS OF
PUGET SOUND

ANNUAL SPECIALTY
Friday, July 7, 2017
WASHINGTON STATE FAIR EVENTS CENTER
PUYALLUP, WASHINGTON

REGULAR CLASSES:
MRS. LOUISE LEONE, Colorado

SWEEPSTAKES CLASSES:
MR. JOHN C. RAMIREZ, California

TERRIER GROUP:
MR. PHILIP K. FREILICH, California

EXTRA CLASSES TO ENTER:
VETERANS (intact only)
VETERAN SWEEPS (altered ok)

TERRIER GROUP COMPETITION:
JUNIORS
PUPPY GROUP
NATIONAL OWNER HANDLER SERIES

Specialty day will be followed by three ALL BREED shows with FTFPS supported entries in conformation, obedience & rally

GIG HARBOR KENNEL CLUB
SATURDAY JULY 8

TACOMA KENNEL CLUB
SUNDAY JULY 9

PUYALLUP VALLEY DOG FANCIERS
MONDAY JULY 10

JOIN US FOR AN INFORMAL SOCIAL HOUR AFTER THE TERRIER GROUP

FOR GENERAL INFORMATION AND QUESTIONS:
MICHELE LUTHER
darlufox@frontier.com
(360) 317-4283
Wire Fox Terrier Club of The Central States Specialty Show

May 13, 2017

Judges: Sweepstakes, Leonardo Garcini; Veteran Sweepstakes, Futurity, Juraj Sokolic; Regular Classes, Peter J. Green

PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES

Puppy Dogs 6 - 9 Months

1 23 JLYN SNOWEDON BRIARLEA PATHWIRE THE DOCTOR, RN30023202, 11-13-16 by GCh. Pathwire King of The Carnival BN RN JE CA RATCHX3 - Ch. Briarlea SnowedOn Raise Your Glass To J-Lyn. Breeders, owners & Virginia Matanic; owners, Jesica L. Wahlsten & Joan E. Eastman

Puppy Dogs 9 - 12 Months

1 27 HALCAR PADRAIG, RN29773001, 08-07-16 by Ch. Sir Winston Of Lightfoot - Ch. Halcar Mary Kate. Breeder/owner, Jean T. Finn

2 19 STARWYRE STARTS WITH A BANG, RN29448504, 05-31-16 by GCh. Cedarbriar Crimson Fire - Ch. Beinnein Sirius Of Starwyre RATN. Breeder/owner, Lori Yotter

3 9 DALRIADA'S SIR WILLIAM WALLACE AT OUTFOXED, RN29629904, 06-11-16 by GCh. Dalriada's Sir Robert Peel - Ch. Dalriada's Chick Chickie Boom. Breeder, Cara Campbell DVM; owners, breeder & Jackie Thatcher

AB 15 FOXFARM FATAL ATTRACTION, RN29827101, 05-17-16 by GCh. Hampton Courts Monte Cristo - Ch. Foxfarm Hot Stuff. Breeder/owner, Shellie Magraw

12 - 15 Months Dogs

1 35 BRIARLEA'S GREAT EXPECTATIONS, RN29492201, 04-22-16 by GCh. Cedarbriar Crimson Fire - GCh. Briarlea's Bewitching. Breeder/owner, Virginia Matanic

15 - 18 Months Dogs

1, Best in Sweepstakes 31 FOXHAUS THE NORSEMAN, RN28758102, 11-27-15 by Ch. Wyrlake Foxhollow Dark Horse - Ch. Foxhaus Fancy That. Breeders/owners, Kathy & William Voss

Puppy Bitches 6 - 9 Months

1 26 LADY CATHERINE OF LIGHTFOOT, RN30090401, 10-14-16 by GChG. Hampton Courts Monte Cristo - Ch. Warwood Garcini Sweet Charisma. Breeder, Kevin Rogers; owner, Owner: Ann Joondeph

2 48 MADFOX MY GIRL, RN 30030701, 10-21-16 by GCh. Pathwire King of The Carnival BN RN JE CA RATCHX3 CGC - Ch. Madfox Making the Team at Pathwire. Breeders/owners, Geneva Heller, Gloria Thomas & Karen Passow

Puppy Bitches 9 - 12 Months

1, Best of Opposite Sex in Sweepstakes 10 DALRIADA'S AONACH MOR AT OUTFOXED, RN29629905, 06-11-16 by GCh. Dalriada's Sir Robert Peel - Ch. Dalriada's Chick Chickie Boom. Breeder, Cara Campbell DVM; owners, breeder & Jackie Thatcher

2 28 HALCAR SIOBHAN, RN29773101, 08-01-16 by Ch. Sir Winston Of Lightfoot JE - Halcar Clare. Breeder/owner, Jean T. Finn
3 14  PRETTY Z KULIARU, RN30524501, 06-03-16 by Marcus Z Kuliaru - Agris Glamour. Breeder, Jaroslav Kubafa; owners, Jordan & Micah Waters
4 66  STARWYRE TURN THE MOON RED, RN29448503, 05-31-16 by GCh. Cedarbriar Crimson Fire - Ch. Beinnein Sirius Of Starwyre RATN. Breeder, Lori Yotter; owner, Tim Rawson
38  TURCOYS OOPS I DID IT AGAIN, RN29772901, 07-02-16 by Ch. Grand Always the Fall Guy - Ch. Galerianka Nes Gwadiana. Breeder/owner, Jaime Taylor
60  TURCOYS THE ROOF IS ON FIRE, RN29772903, 07-02-16 by Ch. Grand Always the Fall Guy - Ch. Galerianka Nes Gwadiana. Breeder, Jaime Taylor; owner, Kaitlyn Loomis

12 - 15 Months Bitches

1 50  PATHWIRE CONTINUING ON THE LEGACY, RN 29293601, 03-28-16 by GCh. Pathwire King of The Carnival BN RN JE CA RATCHX3 - Ch. Madfox Making the Team at Pathwire. Breeders/owners, Gloria Thomas, Karen Passow & Genevea Heller

15 - 18 Months Bitches

1 18  JELSON'S WHICH WITCH IS WHICH, RN29281701, 12-16-15 by GCh. Jelson's Ice Age Continental Drift - Ch. Sweet Angel of Northwire's. Breeder, Donna Johnson; owners, Mike & Donna Johnson
2 46  FOXHAUS SHIELDMAIDEN, RN28758101, 11-27-15 by Ch. Wyrlake Foxhollow Dark Horse - Ch. Foxhaus Fancy That. Breeders/owners, Kathy & William Voss
3 52  HALCAR LIGHTFOOT GISELA, RN29171401, 01-14-16 by Ch. Halcar Wirewoods Sherman - Ch. Warwood Garcini Sweet Charisma. Breeder; Kevin Rogers; owners, Jean Finn & Vicki Sherry
4 62  GRAND SPRING INTO ACTION AT DEHTENN, RN28969505, 12-16-15 by Ch. Jelson's Fargo Is Grand - Ch. Grand with A Spring in Her Step. Breeder/owner, Debra Dehne

VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES

7 - 10 Years Dogs

1, Best Veteran in Sweepstakes 11  GCH. DALRIADA'S SIR ROBERT PEEL, RN19307506, 05-16-09 by Ch. Maximis Rise Against - Ch. Dalriada Cotndale Onth' Label. Breeders, Cara Campbell DVM & Sharon Boyd; owners, Cara Campbell DVM & Troy Cashman

10 Years & Over Dogs

1 7  CH. J-LYN'S SHAKEN, NOT STIRRED RN JE CAA RATO CGC, RN13221805, 01-05-07 by J-Lyn's Wizard of Jelson - Ch. Coventry J Lyn's Tidal Wave CD RN. Breeder, Jessica Lyn Walsten; owner, Patricia A. Greaves

7 - 10 Years Bitches

1, Best of Opposite Sex in Sweepstakes 24  CH. HALCAR ALANNAH, RN19300801, 07-04-09 by Ch. Steele Dusty Knight - Halcar Foxfarm Fiona. Breeder/owner, Jean T. Finn

FUTURITY

9 - 12 Months Dogs

1, Best Junior in Futurity, Grand Futurity Winner 27  HALCAR PADRAIG
2 15  FOXFARM FATAL ATTRACTION
3 41  TES AIRING OF GRIEVANCES, RN 29761805, 07-15-16 by GChB. Garcini Rangels Concerto
with TES - GCh. Tes Ziva Daveed. Breeder, Elise Singer; owners, breeder & Sue Herdeman

4 19 STARWYRE STARTS WITH A BANG

15 - 18 Months Dogs

I 31 FOXHAUS THE NORSEMAN

6 - 9 Months Bitches

I 26 LADY CATHERINE OF LIGHTFOOT
I 28 MADFOX MY GIRL

9 - 12 Months Bitches

I 28 HALCAR SIOBHAN
3 16 STARWYRE ONCE IN A BLUE MOON, RN 29375703, 05-14-16 by GChB. Garcini Rangels Concerto with TES - GCh. Starwyre Canis Minor. Breeder/owner, Lori Yotter

12 - 15 Months Bitches

1, Best Senior in Futurity 50 PATHWIRE CONTINUING ON THE LEGACY

15 - 18 Months Bitches

I 46 FOXHAUS SHIELDMAIDEN
I 52 HALCAR LIGHTFOOT GISELA

REGULAR CLASSES

Puppy Dogs 6 - 9 Months

I 23 J-LYN SNOWEDON BRIARLEA PATHWIRE THE DOCTOR

Puppy Dogs 9 - 12 Months

1, Reserve Winners Dog 27 HALCAR PADRAIG
AB 15 FOXFARM FATAL ATTRACTION

12 - 15 Months Dogs

I 35 BRIARLEA'S GREAT EXPECTATIONS

Bred by Exhibitor Dogs

1, Winners Dog, Best of Winners 47 SANHERPINC SANTO, RN26361204, 11-03-13 by Ch. Adiebabes Griffin N'Sanherpinc - Ch. Sanherpinc La Una. Breeder/owner, Santiago Pinto
I 41 TES AIRING OF GRIEVANCES
3 19 STARWYRE STARTS WITH A BANG
American-Bred Dogs

1, Best American-Bred 9  DALRIADA'S SIR WILLIAM WALLACE AT OUTFOXED

Open Dogs

1 45  LUTRA APPS AMERICAN PRINCE AT LONGVUE, RN27775701, 01-18-15 by Ch. Reignon Lutra High Voltage - Ch. Dilligad Jadee Karma of Delzar. Breeders, Tracy Szaras & Luiz Abreu; owners, Norma Appleyard & April & Todd Clyde
2 37  FOXHAUS ROCK AND ROLL, RN27097702, 08-11-14 by GCh. Foxhaus Fancy Fella - Foxhaus Folk Ballad. Breeders, Kathy & William Voss; owners, Diane Markel & Kathy Voss
3 31  FOXHAUS THE NORSEMAN
4 17  GRAND PRIZE NICKEL AND DIME, RN28352004, 05-24-15 by Ch. Jelson's Fargo Is Grand - Ch. Grand Bianca Boxed by Jaswyre. Breeder, Pam Granderson; owner, Colleen Ann Herrmann
AB 43  JADEE LUTRA CAPTAIN AMERICA, RN28189102, 05-24-15 by GCh. Topwyre Candy Man - Ch. Jadee Lutra Make a Wish. Breeders, Tracy Szaras & Joyce Diehl; owners, Joyce M. Diehl & Jessica Jones

Puppy Bitches 6-9 Months

1 26  LADY CATHERINE OF LIGHTFOOT
2 48  MADFOX MY GIRL

Puppy Bitches 9 - 12 Months

1, Reserve Winners Bitch 14  PRETTY Z KULIARU
2 10  DALRIADA'S AONACH MOR AT OUTFOXED
3 38  TURCOYS OOPS I DID IT AGAIN
4 28  HALCAR SIOBHAN
60  TURCOYS THE ROOF IS ON FIRE
66  STARWYRE TURN THE MOON RED

15 - 18 Months Bitches

1 46  FOXHAUS SHIELDMAIDEN
2 52  HALCAR LIGHTFOOT GISELA
3 18  JELSON'S WHICH WITCH IS WHICH

Bred by Exhibitor Bitches

1 58  TES CAN'T KEEP A SECRET
2 62  GRAND SPRING INTO ACTION AT DEHTENN
3 40  TURCOYS SHE'S EVERYTHING, RN29050701, 10-23-15 by Ch. Sanherpinc Masato - Ch. Galerianka Nes Gwadiana. Breeders/owners, Jaime & Jason Taylor
4 16  STARWYRE ONCE IN A BLUE MOON
AB 12  CLAYPOOLS UNLEASHING POTENTIAL, RN27604404. 01-05-15 by Ch. Tsarshadows Flying Circus - GCh. Aljamars Eliminate the Negative. Breeders/owners, Nick & Ashley Waters

American-Bred Bitches

1 20  JELSON'S HARVEYS GIRL OF TES, RN28829705, 08-21-15 by GChG. Ch Hampton Court's Monte Cristo - GCh. TES Ziva Daveed. Breeder, Elise Singer; owners, Mike & Donna Johnson
PATHWIRE CONTINUING ON THE LEGACY

BLUEGRASS TOPWYRE NO BUSINESS LIKE SHOW BUSINESS, RN27788701, 03-03-15 by Ch. Topwyre N Briwyre Runs with The Wind - Random Roxs My World. Breeder/owner, Cheryl Marx

Open Bitches

I, Winners Bitch    72  SKERLI SHAGANE, RN 27687401, 05-31-14 by Burrencroft Top Man - Skerli Cinia Sky. Breeder, S. V. Ukraintseva; owner, Rebecca Cross

2 56  BRIARLEA'S BRAVE, RN26989702, 05-19-14 by Briarlea's Lord Edward - GCh. Briarlea's Tiger Lily. Breeder/owner, Virginia Matanic

Veteran Dogs

I 11  GCH. DALRIADA'S SIR ROBERT PEEL
2 7  CH. J-LYN'S SHAKEN, NOT STIRRED RN JE CAA RATO CGC

Veteran Bitches

I 24  CH. HALCAR ALANNAH

Earthdog, Dogs

I 33  GCH. PATHWIRE KING OF THE CARNIVAL BN RN JE CA RATCHX3, RN23820201, 02-07-12 by GCh. Purston Imperial Prince - Ch. Madfox Mardi Gras At Pathwire. Dog. Breeders, owners & Gail & Mike Obradovich; owners, Gloria Thomas & Karen Passow

Earthdog, Bitches

I 36  CH. WAYFARER PAY THE PIPER JE CA, RN23656201, 03-14-12 by GCh. Halcar Foxfarm Cadence - Ch. Halcar Wirewoods Mya ME. Breeders, owner & Jean Finn; owner, Tricia Grills

Best of Breed Competition


Best of Opposite Sex  42  GCH. EDENSHIRE CRICKLEWOOD BLACK ORCHID, RN24942702, 07-27-12 by GCh. Crispy Legacy - Ch. Edenshire Tainted Luv. Bitch. Breeders, Mary Raggett & Connie Clark; owners, Patti Harrison & Mary Raggett


Select Bitch 30  CH. FOXHEART'S TSARSHADOW STORM WARNING, RN28486201, 11-16-14 by GCh. Foxheart's Rough and Ready - GCh. Tsarshadow Kentucky Windage At Foxheart. Bitch. Breeders, Doug Belter, Bill & Jennifer Ashburn & Dawne Deeley; owners, Bill & Jennifer Ashburn & Doug Belter


Award of Merit 34  GCH. WAYFARER KNOCK YOUR SOCKS OFF, RN27640001, 02-06-15 by Ch. Halcar Foxfarm Chord - Wayfarer Pay the Piper. Bitch. Breeder/owner, Tricia Grills

Award of Merit 39  GCH. ELMDALE'S JOURNEY FROM PURSTON, RN27704801, 11-08-14 by
GCh. Purston Imperial Prince - GCh. Elmdale's Steele "BB". Dog. Breeders, Barbara M. Balata & Nancy L. Hittepole; owners, breeders & Rebecca S. Cross

**Owner-Handled Best of Breed, Award of Merit** 8  CH. DALRIADA'S CHICK CHICKIE BOOM, RN25799802, 08-09-13 by GCh. Adiebabes Griffin N Sanherpinc - GCh. Dalriada's Peggy Sue. Bitch. Owner: Cara Campbell DVM, Pearland, TX 775847537. Breeder: Cara Campbell DVM.


44  CH. FOXHAUS FLIRT, RN26815501, 06-11-14 by Br’er Fox Hollow Friar Tuck - Foxhaus Folk Singer. Bitch. Breeders/owners, William & Kathy Voss

54  CH. EDENSHIRE CRICKLEWOOD BLACK CAVIAR, RN24942701, 07-27-12 by GCh. Crispy Legacy - Ch. Edenshire Tainted Luv. Bitch. Breeders/owners, Mary Raggett & Connie Clark


70  CH. RANDOM ROXS MY WORLD, RN23818404, 02-24-12 by Ch. Random Roll Up Your Sleeves - Ch. Kinnego Kava. Bitch. Breeders, Bill McFadden & Paul Gyori; owner, Cheryl Marx

---

**Stud Dog**

11  GCH. DALRIADA'S SIR ROBERT PEEL

33  GCH. PATHWIRE KING OF THE CARNIVAL BN RN JE CA RATCHX3 CGC

---

**Brood Bitch**

8  CH. DALRIADA'S CHICK CHICKIE BOOM
Save the Dates

AFTC Specialties 2017

Montgomery County Kennel Club, October 8, 2017. Regular Classes, Smooth & Wire: Gabriel Rangel; Smooth Sweepstakes, Traci Matthews; Wire Sweepstakes, Doug Belter

Affiliated Fox Terrier Specialties 2017

Fox Terrier Club of Chicago, June 17, 207. Regular classes, Marjorie Underwood, Sweepstakes not specified

Western Fox Terrier Breeder Association, June 24, 2017. Regular Classes, William F. Potter II; Sweepstakes, Mary Lyn Machado. Bradshaw, Sup’t.

Lone Star Fox Terrier Club, July 6, 2017 with North Texas Terrier Club: Regular Classes, Robert J. Shreve; Sweepstakes, C. Pennypacker. Onofrio, Sup’t.

Fox Terrier Fanciers of Puget Sound (NEW DATE & LOCATION) July 7, 2017, Western Washington Fairgrounds, Puyallup, WA. Regular Classes, Louise Leone. Baray, Sup’t. A 4 show cluster. Any questions, contact show chair Michele Luther, darlufox@frontier.com

Mid South Fox Terrier Club of Memphis July 15, 2017 with Greater Shelby Kennel Club. Onofrio, Sup’t., Sweepstakes, Bradley Jenkins; Regular Classes, James Reynolds


Greater Twin Cities Fox Terrier Club August 24-25, 2017. Regular classes, Thursday, Paula Hartinger; Friday, Roger Hartinger. Onofrio, Sup’t.

Lake Effect Fox Terrier Club of Western New York: Sept. 30, 2017 with Finger Lakes Kennel Club, Regular classes, Jocelyne Gagne. October 1, 2017 with Elmira Kennel Club; Regular classes, Elizabeth "Beth” Sweigart. Rau, Sup’t.

Fox Terrier Club of New England with Eastern Dog Club, December 9, 2017. MB-F, Sup’t.
Karen Grettler shares that “Wink” Hiwire Winking at Life MX MXJ RATO can now add an AKC CD to her list of titles.

Karen and Wink finished up her title with 2 first places at the Clarioin Canine Obedience Club Trial in April.

It is with a very heavy heart that I share personal news that my Bella passed away peacefully in my arms at the end of January at 15 ½ years. Bella had been experiencing night time dementia and it came to a point where we ran out of medication options to help her. I was worried that I would come home and find that she had passed but she gave me the final gift of our touching to the end. She was my first performance WFT and had a wonderful work ethic and loved playing all the silly human games with me. There was not a time when I looked at her that I didn’t think she was the most beautiful dog. I was blessed to have her in my life.

RATCHX CH Hiwire Act at Hexham “Bella” BN CD RE SE CA CGC CD-C RO1 RL1AOE RLVAOE SD-AD Canine Star Moonrise Kingdom.

9/23/2001 - 1/28/2017

Exciting Combined Title Award Program changes:

You may have heard that an AKC Scent Work title has been added to their list of performance sports. The kickoff for this venue is October 2017.

AKC has also adding a Trick Dog Title. One of the ways you can earn this AKC title is that AKC will recognize Do More with Your Dog! Titles. The journey towards earning these titles will be so much fun and to add a little encouragement to do so the AFTC will recognize these two new titles in the Combined Title Awards Program. Visit the AKC site to learn more about these two new titles. An updated AFTC Combined Title application is included with this issue. Enjoy!!

As always.... looking forward to hearing more of your brags, accomplishments and adventures in Obedience, Rally, Tracking, Earthdog, Coursing, Terrier Racing, Barn Hunt, Therapy Dog, and now Trick Dog, Scent Work and any other performance sports our Fox Terriers enjoy. Send pictures too! Email me at lhackb92@verizon.net
Registered Name of Dog with all AKC titles:

Call Name: ___________________________ _______ Smooth _______ Wire

Owner(s):
Address:

Phone #: ___________________________ E-Mail: ___________________________
Breeder(s):

The above named Fox Terrier holds titles in the following disciplines:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>Please List Your Title(s) Here</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conformation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earthdog</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lure Coursing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obedience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rally</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapy Dog</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracking</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scent Work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trick Dog</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barn Hunt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

___ I have included or scanned copies of earned titles as required.

T-shirt size of the owner(s) of the dog (please circle):  S  M  L  XL  XXL

AFTC Newsletter Article: Please submit a short paragraph about your dog and a photo

The following awards are granted to the AFTC member owner(s) of Fox Terriers achieving titles in multiple AKC disciplines:

The Versatility Award is given to Fox Terriers earning titles in two different disciplines.
The Cracker Jack Award is given to Fox Terriers earning titles in three different disciplines.
The CJA honors the memory of Carol Wainwright's, CH Halcar Cracker Jack, CDX, CG.
The Applause Award is given to Fox Terriers earning titles in four different disciplines.
The Standing Ovation Award is given to Fox Terriers earning titles in five different disciplines.
The Fox Hunt Award is given to Fox Terriers earning titles in six different disciplines.
The FHA honors Carol Perkins who championed the Combined Title Award Program for many years
The Accolade Award is given to Fox Terriers earning titles in seven different disciplines.
The Hurrah Award is given to Fox Terriers earning titles in eight different disciplines.
The Bravo Award is given to Fox Terriers earning titles in nine different disciplines.
The Cheering Award is given to Fox Terriers earning titles in ten different disciplines.
The Kudos Award is given to Fox Terriers earning titles in eleven different disciplines.

Mail or Scan Applications to:
Lucia Hackett
4 Logan Path, North Grafton, MA 01536
(508) 479-1590
lhackb92@verizon.net

All applications and copies of earned titles to Lucia by August 31, 2017 please
Membership information changes

Address/Email/Phone:

None this time!

** Please submit all address, email, and phone changes to Craig Snethen, secretary, csnethen@gordonrees.com as soon as they are available. We will need these changes to insure all club correspondence is received. We have had a number of Newsletters returned as well as emails bouncing due to incorrect information. Thanks for helping us to keep our records up to date.

Collectibles:

Smooth Fox Terrier
By Rosenthal
Circa 1950/Bavaria
History Lesson.....

Arthur Wardle
Artist
English
1864 - 1849

He was born in London on 5th February 1864, and he lived his boyhood in Chelsea with his widowed mother and sister. Living in an art district of London he showed great willingness to paint and draw, and would beg local artists to teach him, particularly those drawing animals.

His first painting at the Royal Academy was at the age 17, in 1880, when he also showed two paintings at The Royal Society of British Artists.

He quickly became known for his exceptional precision and (and today), his preeminence in the painting of the pure-bred dog. For this Wardle was a master, and is historically important. He also painted big game animals.

He painted on his own and commissions, in which, it is said on occasions he would improve the dog’s looks.

In fact, he was prolific. He exhibited 113 paintings at the Royal Academy, from 1880 to 1938. He also exhibited commercially at The Fine Art Society, and became one of the earliest dog painting exhibitors at the Ryder Gallery, in 1901, showing two works.

Then there were numerous paintings for postcards such as Paul Keevil (80 designs) and Spratts, (36 designs), 250 paintings cigarette cards, for Wills and, in the 1930’s for John Player. Greetings cards, playing cards, calendars etc., and advertising work, for example Buchanan’s, and Black & White.

He further executed numerous book illustrations for example for ‘A History and Description of the Modern Dogs of Great Britain’ and ‘Modern Dogs’, by Rawden B Lee, and ‘Show Dogs’, by Theo Marplies, which was developed from his running series in “Our Dogs”. The idea of the series was to portray the ‘ideal’ specimen of each breed, to form correct models for the breeders.

Like Landseer, his paintings went to print, including many fine art productions.

Wardle was equally proficient in paste and watercolor, as well as oil. In 1911, he was elected a Member of the Pastel Society, in 1911. Then in 1922 he was elected to the Royal Institute of Painters in Watercolors. Two of his paintings were included in the inaugural exhibition of the Society of Animal Painters in 1914, and in 1924 he was one of the few animal artists represented at the Palace of Arts at the great British Empire Exhibition at Wembley in the ‘Modern Oil Painting’ section.

Through his love and understanding of the pure breed dog, he painted almost certainly every breed, and so left an extraordinary number of works, which today include paintings in the Tate Gallery, The Kennel Club, The American Kennel Club, and The American Kennel Club Museum.

***Note: Subject of painting is assumed to have been from Frances Redmond’s Totteridge kennel

Editors Note:

Just a reminder to please make sure all ad material (print ready or otherwise) should provide photos at 300dpi or (full resolution) for best print quality.

Also, if ads are not sent in “print ready”, verbiage supplied will be printed as given unless permission to edit is given.

Thanks so much for all of the support for your Newsletter!
Check it Out
at the AFTC
Company Store

Www.AFTC.org

The American Fox Terrier Club Newsletter
Anne Smith
C/O American Wire Tie
PO Box 696
North Collins, NY 14111
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Terriers on a Staircase